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INTRODUCTION

Doug Treasure
I am very grateful for the friendship shared with me by Harry Treasure’s grandson Doug
(R.I.P.) and his family. Little did I know that when my family arrived in Melbourne in 1955
and moved into a house next door to an old bushman, Wally Clarke, that it would be an
indirect introduction to the heritage of one of Gippsland’s mountain cattle families.
Wally had supported his family by trapping rabbits on the Treasure’s Dargo High Plains
property during the 1929‐30’s depression and, years later, mentioned Harry to me while
sharing some of his experiences beside camp fires.
I was hitch‐hiking to Queensland in 1979 when, by chance, I was introduced to Doug at
his ‘Homelands’ property in Stratford, Vic. We became close friends and I stayed in the area
for 10 years.
Some visual and audio material relevant to the Treasure family and the region’s folk history
is available on this website under videos, and CDs.
***
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Brief excerpts from ‘The Treasures’, a family history book compiled by Anne Williams.

Emily Langford
Born: Berkshire, U.K.
27 January 1849
Died: Lindenow, Vic.
7 February 1939

Emanuel George Treasure
Born: Wanstrow, Somerset
29th January 1843
Married: Lithgow Valley N.S.W.
12 November 1867
Died: Lindenow, Vic.
12 July 1901

Emanuel (who was to become better known as George) Treasure immigrated to Australia
from England in 1865, arriving in Brisbane aboard the ‘Golden Land’. He met his wife‐to‐be
while working on railway construction in the Blue Mountains.
Emily was the daughter of William and Sarah Langford. Her family left England for South
Africa in 1858, later to arrive almost penniless in Australia in 1865 where her father also
worked in railway construction.
Soon after they were married George and Emily moved to Newcastle where George
worked in the coal mines for a few years but the dust affected his lungs and he had to give
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coal mining away. After various jobs he finally came to work in the Beechworth goldfields. It
was here he met Mr Harry Stitt who was working a reef at Wandiligong and, in about 1875,
he moved there to work with him but the underground soon aggravated his old chest
problem.
In the spring of 1877 George took up work as a foreman on the Alpine gold mine at King’s
Spur, just off the Dargo High Plains. He and Harry Stitt built a 2‐roomed log cabin not far
from the mine, in which George lived until he returned early in 1878 to bring his family to
the Plains.
George died in 1901, aged 58, after some years of poor health following an accident when
he was injured by a bullock.
***
Emily and George had 12 children. Their fifth child, Harry, (the first, Eliza, died within
minutes of being born) wrote the following reminiscences during a bout of illness in later
life. They mainly relate to the period 1878 – 1895 and give a personal account of life in that
remote region during the early period of Gippsland’s colonisation.
Harry married Clara Gamel in 1903.
Harry Lewis Treasure
Born: Wandiligong, Vic.
20 July 1877
Married: Melbourne, Vic.
4 March 1903
Died: Dargo High Plains, Vic.
28 December 1961
Clara (Clare) Victoria Gamel
Born: Beechworth, Vic.
3 February 1880
Died: Sale, Vic
16 October 1967

Clare was the sister of Fred Gamel who had been employed as a teacher for the Treasure
family. Her father had come from Copenhagen in 1860 and been at Crooked River in the
heydays of the goldrush there. His wife’s family arrived from Scotland in 1841.
Slimly built and only a little over 5 feet in height, Clare was intelligent, strong‐willed and
capable of enduring difficulties. At 80 years of age she still rode and that summer, for 11
hours, alone rode her horse the 47 steep miles from the High Plains to Castleburn.
Harry was an astute businessman but had a warm and direct manner. He was philosophic
by nature and fond of writing poetry. He was also good with his fists and could ride a
bucking horse to a standstill.
Over time Harry purchased the high plains property and leaseholds from his siblings and
also bought land at Castleburn, 17 miles south of Dargo. He and Clare had 5 children.
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Although not relevant to the period mentioned, a few photographs of Harry and his
family are included at the end of his reminiscences.
Harry makes brief mention of Mother (Sarah) Morrell, St Bernard’s Hospice and (Sailor) Bill
Boustead. In 1883 ‘Mother’ Morrrell established a shanty in the Great Dividing Range next
to the Dargo turnoff approximately 20 kilometres from Harrietville. Later Bill Boustead
moved in and helped her run it. The hospice was improved after ‘Mother’s’ death but
unfortunately was destroyed in the 1939 bush fires.

The St Bernard Hospice (formerly the site of Mother Morrell’s)
In his book Hairy‐Chested History, author Ian Stapleton has researched as much as seems to
be known about these characters and the history of the Hospice.
Limited information and photos of the establishment can be googled at Mt St Bernard
Hospice.
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HARRY TREASURE’S MEMORIES OF LIFE ON
THE DARGO HIGH PLAINS 1878‐1895
Chapter 1

The Exodus

My parents, who were British born, were married in the Blue Mountains
near Sydney and worked their way south to Wandiligong, near Bright,
Victoria, where I was born on a sunny day on the 20th of July, 1877.
During April of 1878 my father arranged with Mr. Richard King of
Mayford, on the Dargo River, to take sufficient horses to Harrietville so that
he could shift his wife, children and all their worldly belongings to King’s
Spur on the eastern slopes of the Dargo High Plains. The family at that time
consisted of one girl and three boys, of which I was the youngest.
Mr. King provided his wife’s saddle mare, Jenny, for my mother to ride
on which she was to carry me, the baby. Mr. King remarked that that he
would rather carry a 50 lb bag of flour!
My dad fitted up two armchairs, one on either side of a second horse, for
my sister Nell and the second oldest boy, George, to ride in. The chairs had
the legs taken off so they would not be broken against trees along the road.
Blankets, rugs, etc. were stuffed in around George and Nell so they would
not fall out. My eldest brother, Jim, at that time about seven years of age,
was placed to ride astride a few bags on top of the same horse that Dad led
along. Four other packhorses were provided to carry all my parents’
possessions which included bedding, blankets, clothing, pots and pans,
crockery, sewing machine, a cradle, some fowls and numerous other small
tools and chattels.
My Dad rode Grey, the only horse he possessed. Mother had scarcely
ever been on a horse before and I don’t really think she realised what an
undertaking it was. However the outfit started off from Harrietville in the
morning. The track in those days was not what it is today; it was a case of
following the tops of the ridges. The progress must have been slow and
tiresome. I can imagine mother riding when she was not used to the saddle.
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To make matters worse, she had to carry me, a nine‐month old child, and
certainly more difficult than the said 50 lb of flour.
They reached the hollow on the south side of Mt. St. Bernard known as
Mother Morrell’s where a halt was called to boil up the billy and have a cup
of tea and some lunch. Jim, George and Nell were given bread and jam – and
it would not have been necessary to ask if it was good! Then they were on
the road again, climbing up one hump and down the other side in readiness
to start up the next one. Over Mt. Freezeout (what a climb) and then further
on to Blue Rag and then on to Lankey’s Plain, where Mother begged to be
left, even though she may have to lay out all night, but after a short rest she
was persuaded to continue.
Another five or six miles to go and every mile seemed like ten. The other
three kiddies were also tired and worn out but there was nothing else for it
but to go on. It would have been very difficult to make a camp and hard to
keep the horses together, so on and on the outfit went, now in darkness and
still another mile to go with the horses floundering over logs and basalt
stones, until at last the destination was reached. What a relief it must have
been to get off the horses, boil up for a drink of tea and then sleep. Mother
often remarked since that she just wished to lie down and die.
The place of abode could best be termed a two‐roomed log hut with a bark
roof and a verandah over the entrance door to the living room. The
chimney was built of slab and timber on the outside and stoned up to a
height of seven or eight feet on the inside. The fireplace was very wide with
hobs and a Colonial oven built on one side. The furniture, except for two
armchairs, was mostly home‐made from bush timber and was rather rough.
The position where the hut stood was unique, being on the eastern slope
of the plateau of the Dargo High Plains and about one mile downhill from
the top of the plateau. The spot was well‐sheltered from the wind, having a
fairly steep hill at the back on the western side, with a spur extending out
on both the northern and southern sides. On the north side the spur was
known as King’s Spur, after which the place took its name. It is a ledge
stretching around from one spur to the other, varying in width from one to
five chains and about half a mile long.
There were three springs of beautiful cool water in close proximity to
the hut, which was situated about midway along the ledge. The place was in
a basin and sheltered by hills on all sides except the east, from which the
wind never blew. In an easterly direction from the cottage you would be
overlooking the Dargo River which lies about two miles distant and about
2000 feet lower. Beyond the river the hill rises still more abruptly to a
height equal to the cottage. The river runs from north to south with many
bends.
As the eye looks southward the outline of the various spurs and gullies,
covered with many kinds of trees from top to bottom, gradually become
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more indistinct and of a bluish colour. Scanning the range in a northerly
direction you see cliffs known as The Precipice, a sheer drop of from 50‐70
feet of solid basalt rock. It is of this place that the story was told of a man
chasing wild horses in the early days (possibly before the rock had become
so hard). The wild horses made straight for The Precipice, landing on the
solid rock below with such force that they drove their front feet into the
rock up to their knees.
Still further to the left can be seen the J.B. Plain which forms the head of
the Precipice Creek, a tributary of the Dargo River. Around the head of this
creek, which is in fairly high country, the snow lies for five months of the
year in the rough, sandy and rocky terrain. To the left and adjacent to the
head of the creek is Mt. Tabletop, commonly known as Square Mountain.
From a scenic point of view, this mountain can hold its own in a small way
with almost anything in the Victorian Alps. It is of basaltic formation with
an altitude of about 4,500 feet. On the top it is as level as a billiard table
with grass to cushion your feet as you walk over it.
Along the south‐eastern edge and stretching for the full length of the
mountain, is a cliff of rocks over which you can look down on the tops of
the trees that grow far below. Beautiful green grass and herbage grow
amongst the snowgums and woollybutts and, during the summer months,
many cattle may be seen grazing here but during winter it is covered in
snow.
Alluvial gold was found at several places around this mountain in the
wash dirt just under the basalt, and a few good strikes were made. A few
miles further north, under what is known as Boiler Plain, an old prospector,
Sol Morrice, unearthed 1500 pound worth of gold in a few weeks in shallow
ground just below the level of the basalt in the crevices of the slate and
sandstone rock where, possibly during the ages, millions of tons of gold‐
bearing gravel had been swept down the sides of the hills.
In order to conserve water for working the mines around Square Mt. a
reservoir was sought on the north side of the mountain. By building an
embankment here at only a small cost, several acres of water could be
conserved. This embankment stood all tests for many years until about the
winter of 1890. At 8pm one evening, after some heavy rain, the
embankment broke away and this large body of water, which was many
feet deep, came rushing and tumbling down the hill into Precipice Creek,
washing away all loam, loose stones, trees, logs etc. in its path, cutting a
channel to the bare rock about 20 feet deep by about 20 feet wide for
approximately one and a half miles to the creek.
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The Dargo Track in 1866. Table Top or Square Mountain can be seen in
background. Drawing by Nicholas Chevalier
The creek was literally filled with trees, logs, rocks and debris which
were stacked up in tremendous heaps where the water had tossed them.
The water, which was very muddy and yellow, raised the Dargo River to
flood level and 30 miles downstream the rise was from 2 to 3 feet. The
noise and roar made by this breakaway could be heard for many miles
around. Some said it was an earthquake but I really believe that many
others in the vicinity thought that the end of the world had come.
My father who, on account of ill‐health had been advised by the doctor to
leave Wandiligong and go to the mountains, came to King’s Spur, Dargo
High Plains in the spring of 1877. He had no means and a wife and family to
provide for. There was no work to be had and to search for gold was the
only means of a livelihood.
Father joined up with two other men, Messrs Lyons and Sinnot, to open
up an alluvial claim in the wash dirt of some prehistoric river bed;
indications of which were to be seen around the edges and extending
beneath the bed of basaltic rock which covered the plateau of the Dargo
High Plains to a depth of from 700 to 1000 feet. The elevation of this old
extinct river bed would be about 2000 feet above the level of the present
Dargo River. Indications of its existence can be traced for many miles, or at
least all around the plateau, and traces of gold are to be found in every
place it has been tried.
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The undertaking between Dad and his mates was to cut a race for about
5 miles to bring water from Pyke’s Creek to where they decided to open up
the claim at King’s Spur. The undertaking was somewhat colossal for men
without means but they cut the race and brought the water to where it was
needed. They opened up the claim but the amount of gold was, as in many
other cases of gold mining, below the estimates. However, they continued
by sluicing off the surface and working further into the hill until the
overburden was too great and they had to resort to driving a tunnel and
stopeing it out.
In the meantime my father had fenced in a small garden, which was
extended at a later date, and planted a few vegetable seeds. Later on,
besides planting gooseberries, raspberries and red and black currants, he
brought out quite a variety of fruit trees including apples, pears, plums and
peaches. He also brought along his five cows which, throughout the years,
proved to be the greatest asset because they provided milk and butter. As
natural increase built up their numbers they were also the means of
providing the family with beef.
Chapter 2
Time rolled along and for a few years I was too young to remember much
about what happened but I do know that my parents were hard‐put to get
enough to keep the family in food and clothes. My mother made practically
all the children’s clothing, except boots – which the boys often went
without altogether. I remember as a small boy that I preferred to run about
barefoot and, very often against orders, I would pull my boots off and leave
them behind; being more able to paddle in puddles of water.
After about two years of hard toil with Mick Lyons as his mate (Sinnot
having left previously) my father left the claim they had been working as
the amount of gold won was barely enough, even with greater economy, to
keep the wolf from the door.
W.E. Jones, formerly of Dalmore Dargo, was at this particular period in
occupation of the 90,000 acre grazing area known as the Dargo High Plains
Run. This area extended from Mt. Hotham to Spring Hill near Grant and
took in both sides of the Dargo River as far south as Mt Birregun, with the
main dividing range as the eastern boundary and the road from Mt. St.
Bernard, across the Dargo High Plains to Grant, as the western boundary.
This block was first taken up in the year of 1864 by a man named Appleby
and was used as relief country for sheep but without success because of the
havoc caused to his flocks by dingoes, and the difficulties encountered by
shepherds in trying to keep the sheep together in the rough bush country.
Eventually he found it necessary to abandon the undertaking.
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Grant 1865 (artist unknown)
During the year 1868 this area, along with a larger area of about 160,000
acres adjoining it on the western side, was taken up and held for several
years by Murdock McIntosh of Bushy Park and later of Dargo. McIntosh had
yards and a hut built on what became known as McIntosh’s Plain (later
taken up by Gow of Harrietville) and camp yards at stages all the way to
Lindenow. McIntosh used these areas for the sole purpose of grazing cattle
but as he had to depend entirely on paid labour to look after his interests,
combined with the fact that it would take a number of years for his
managers and men to become conversant with the rough, mountainous
country, I venture to question if it was a paying proposition – most
especially because of the low price then offered for cattle. It would take a
good bullock to realise 2 pounds.
A story is told of one of McIntosh’s men having been sent out into a
paddock to cut some timber. Later in the day, when the manager came
along to see how work was progressing, he found the man asleep in the
shade of a tree. On being roused and questioned as to why he was not
working he said: “Oh, I have been chopping and now I’m waiting for the
chips to fall!”
During the year 1887 Murdock McIntosh discontinued occupying these
areas and withdrew in favour of the aforementioned W.E. Jones. Jones, in
order to work the place to some advantage, first built a house and then
started off putting up stockyards and fencing in some paddocks. My father
got a job with him as a general hand putting up fences, milking cows and
any other work that was to be done. His wages were 25 shillings plus keep.
The distance from his own place was about five and a half miles, therefore
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it was possible for him to come home on Sundays provided he got back in
time on Monday mornings to milk the cows. Dad continued to work for
Jones for nearly two years, during which time my mother (who was most
thrifty) used to milk the four cows, worked the garden etc. and taught the
bigger boys of the family to help.
I have a dim recollection of my mother having to get up several times each
night and put the fire together to keep it burning as she had run out of
matches. On another occasion, when the flour bag was empty, Mother sent
George (who was then about seven) with a note to Mayford on the Dargo
River, about three miles distant with a descent of about 2,000 feet, to a Mr.
King, who used to pack flour etc. to the diggers, asking him if he would let
her have some flour and that my dad would pay for it a week or so later.
The request was refused and mother and the children had to resort to
potatoes and milk until the money was forthcoming.
I also remember the long, cold winters which seemed to last an eternity.
In rough weather the wind could be heard roaring through the trees in the
distance and then the snow would commence falling – perhaps only a few
inches for a start but, as the winter advanced, it would get more severe and
often from 12 to 20 inches of snow would be lying all around. One could
hear the limbs of the trees breaking and see them falling in all directions.
Before winter commenced a huge heap of firewood was always collected.
The method of hauling the wood was to harness up a horse, take him out
into the bush and snig in logs and limbs of fallen trees or any other pieces
that could be picked up. After a few days hauling came the task of cutting it
up and stacking it, or standing it on end in convenient places near the
house. A shed was built for the kindling, smallwood, leaves etc. with which
to start the fire. This shed had to be well‐filled for the occasion.
There was also a patch of potatoes that had been dug and put in a pit
away from the frost. Swedes, turnips, parsnips, carrots etc. were generally
left in the ground to be dug up as they were required. It was a common
thing and very necessary when in quest of a few of these vegetables in the
winter to have to shovel away a lot of snow to find out just where they
were. It was also a common thing to find the grey jays eating the swede
turnips, and many a grey jay lost its life and was put in the pot for the
offence.
Kangaroo rats were most fond of the carrots, and various kinds of traps
and snares were used to catch these creatures. They were also excellent to
eat when made into a stew but most destructive in a garden – especially
when carrots were growing.
The kangaroo rat was identical to the kangaroo in every detail except
that it was much smaller. A full‐grown one would sit about eighteen inches
high. They usually made a very nice nest under a big tussock of grass and
when you walked near it they would bolt and run away. They were very
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fast too and I have never known a dog to catch one in a straight run,
although when hard‐pushed it would run into a hollow log. At one time
there were thousands of these little animals all through the hills but they
have since become extinct.
After there had been a heavy fall of snow at night and the sky had cleared
the sun would shine full on the front of the log cottage, and in a short time
the snow would commence thawing. During the middle of the day the
melting snow would run off the roof in streams but towards evening it
would steady up and start to freeze. The following morning, oh what a
sight! There were icicles two feet and more in length all along the edge of
the roof.
As the early morning sun, which was most noted at the King’s Spur
cottage, rose the snow would sparkle and glisten after the cold, frosty night
and all the hills and trees were covered in white. The tea tree and other
scrub growing near a waterfall within sight of the back of the cabin, where
water would splash and spray, made a magnificent sight such as might be
envied by any photographer. The two poor milking cows would stand
under a tree with their backs well humped up, waiting to be relieved of the
small precious drop of milk they may have had and get a sliced‐up swede
turnip or whatever morsels there may have been for them.
After about one good day’s sunshine the snow would have mostly fallen
from the treetops and by looking down towards the Dargo River, in the
valley far below, a little bare ground was noticeable where the poor cattle,
which mother was usually worried about, might be able to get a little grass
to eat. After a week or so there would be patches of ground, bare of snow,
near the house but often there would be a repetition and more snow would
fall.
Chapter 3
After working for about two years with Mr. W.E. Jones Dad now started
gold digging about 7 miles down the Dargo River. He took my eldest
brother, Jim, with him. He built a small hut which was just big enough for
two small bunks and a small table. The walls were of logs, the roof bark,
and a hessian bag swung down for the door.
After a week or so of dead work, such as cutting a race etc., Dad started
to open up a claim. From the first paddock he took out about 26 feet by 26
feet which yielded about eighteen pennyweight of gold, and at four pence
per ounce this would be worth three pound and twelve pence. It took two
weeks to take out the paddock, however, he continued working the claim
but on account of water found it necessary to put in a pump and wheel.
This was more dead work and a difficult job for a man with few tools to
cut timber out of the bush and adze it into the required shapes to make a
water wheel and a California pump. At last it was working and the claim
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was paying from 30 shillings to 40 shillings per week. This was light
enough for a man to keep a wife and five or six children in a place where
everything had to be packed on horseback from Harrietville, thirty miles
away over the Great Dividing Range, or from Omeo where the distance was
about the same.

There were other diggers working here and there along the Dargo River,
but no‐one seemed to be doing very well and in the aggregate it was what
the diggers termed only a tucker job. The real rush of a few years prior to
this date had tried and worked the river here and there and then wandered
on to other fields.
Harry West, one of the men who first found gold on the Dargo, still
remained. He was a most honourable old man and before taking on gold
digging he had been a sailor and had travelled all over the world. There are
many other men I could mention including Claude Moss, Charley Penrose,
Billy Punshon and William Cooley. There were also a few Chinese still
remaining. On an average there may have been about one man for each
mile of distance.
William Cooley, besides being a digger for alluvial gold, was a great
prospector for reefs and he had found many shows including some rather
good ones. Unfortunately for himself he was unable to either read or write
but, at the same time, was not bad at mental arithmetic. He usually either
sold, gave away, or got swindled out of his finds for very little more than
the inevitable bottle of whisky.
It was more than a common thing for him to sell twelve 1/8th shares in
one mine, or he might dispose of eight or ten 1/8th along with a number of
1/16th shares. He found a reef near Smoko on the Ovens River and named it
The Homeward Bound. He later found another reef in the same locality
which he said was running “paralysed” with the Homeward Bound.
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Providing he had the money Cooley had a habit of partaking too freely of
strong drink when in company. At times he would make himself very ill and
on one occasion he was so “ill” he was sure he would not last long. His hut
mates advised him to make a will, stating that they could draw it up for
him. Cooley consented and decided that to James Coburg he would leave 1
lb butter, two tins of jam, 1‐1/2 lb of candles and whatever sugar and flour
there was in the bags.
To Bill Clark he would leave a wheelbarrow, pick and shovel and a
prospecting dish but would like them to drive a few nails into the barrow
and fix up the wheel. To Mary Thomas of Grant he would leave his horse,
saddle and bridle. He requested that Mary be informed that the horse was
quiet but she must be careful when getting on.
“And what about your concertina and cask, Cooley?” someone asked.
“Oh,” he replied. “I think I will keep them myself.”
After a few days Cooley’s condition had improved slightly but he decided
to go to Bright and see a doctor. He got as far as the Hospice at Mt. St.
Bernard where he met Mick Docherty, who was then driving the stagecoach
from Omeo to Bright.
“Hullo Cooley,” said Mick. “Where are you going?”
“I am going to Bright to see the doctor. I have been very bad,” replied
Cooley.
“What’s the matter?”
“Oh, I don’t know, Mick. I have a lot of pain in the stomach. I get
palpitations of the spine, and I can’t domesticate my food.”
“Well,” said Mick, “I have a doctor here who is travelling on the coach. I
will get him to have a look at you.”
Mick saw the so‐called ‘doctor’ and, after informing him of the situation,
brought him out to examine Cooley.
After a brief examination the ‘doctor’ told Cooley that he had ‘Ping Pong’
and that if he did not look after himself it would turn into carbolic fever. He
made up a bottle of ‘medicine’ (which was Epsom Salts mixed with tea) and
told Cooley to keep off the strong drink for a month. The patient went back
home and, under the treatment, soon recovered.
Dad still worked his claim on the Dargo River, but after about two years my
brother Jim became ill and had to be taken away to the Beechworth
Hospital where he stayed for the best part of a year before he was well
enough to be brought home. During his absence my older brother, George,
(who was then about nine years of age) stayed with dad at the claim on the
river, thus leaving only the four younger children with mother at King’s
Spur.
At this time I was about five, my sister Nell seven, my younger brother
Albert three and the baby, John, one. We saw very few people and if any
visitors did happen to call they were men, as there were very few women
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anywhere about. I was fast developing a habit of making myself scarce
when a stranger did happen to come and it was a hard task to persuade me
to come in for my meals. I was even shy of my own father who only came
home once a fortnight.
I remember one occasion when mother took us for a walk because she
wanted to meet the mailman and post some letters. The track where the
mailman would pass was about half a mile from the house and, on reaching
the track, mother sat on a log with the baby and Albert for a rest, while Nell
and I wandered along the track in the direction the mailman would come.
We met two young men on horseback and, on sight of them, we turned
around and started back as fast as our legs would carry us. They were
yelling and calling out: “We’ll get you”. In my excitement I fell and those
fellows very nearly rode over the top of me; however I got up and
continued the race to where we had left mother sitting on the log. She
chastised the young men some and they said it was only a joke, but it was
no joke the following morning when they met Dad at about the same spot.
I continued to be more than half‐wild and if any ladies happened to call
at our place there was no chance of getting me to come in for my meals. I
have often thought of it since and it reminds me of the story about a family
who lived in the outback. Apparently the children had never seen a soul
apart from their own parents and siblings. It happened that, after a number
of years, a man paid them a visit. When the children saw him coming they
ran inside and told their mother that there was someone coming up the
track who looked like father!
When my father was away from home Rowdy was the only dog about the
house because the other dog, Rover, always went with dad. Rowdy was not
much good except as a watchdog and if a dingo came near the house at
night time he would never stop barking. He would go away in the direction
of the dingo for a certain distance but would always allow enough margin
between himself and the dingo so that if he was pursued he would be
certain to reach the house first.
Something was eating the peas in the garden. It was a nice big patch but
many of them were being eaten by some wild animal. Mum discovered this
but was at a loss to know the cause of the destruction. Daily inspections
found more and more of the pods partly eaten and left, so Mum got some of
Dad’s old clothes and made a scarecrow that she stood up in the middle of
the pea patch. It was only made from a pair of trousers and a coat with a
hat on top – Mum was not much of an architect but she did her best in the
way of standing a guard in the garden to keep the intruders away from the
peas.
The following morning found the dummy man lying flat on the ground
with a few chewed up peas on top of him. Nothing more now could be done
until father came home on the Saturday evening. He examined the
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destruction and declared that possums were eating the peas. After tea he
loaded both barrels of the old muzzle‐loading gun and then, an hour after
dark, he took the dogs and went to the garden. The dogs rushed around for
a while and then commenced barking at a gum tree near the garden fence.
A fire was started on which was placed some dry bushes. This illuminated
all the surrounding trees and revealed two possums, both of which were
shot.
The following evening Dad repeated the action and got yet another
possum. He had to return to work on Monday morning so he instructed
Mother on how to load the gun. She didn’t like guns and had never fired one
before but did not like to see the peas destroyed either. Each day she
examined the peas and found that something was still eating them…now
she must nerve herself for the gun.
George had been left home on this occasion to help Mum in case she had
to attack another possum. The gun was loaded then, after dark, they went
out with Rowdy and sure enough the dog chased a possum from the garden
to a tree. The night was dark so once again a fire was lit to illuminate the
area. The possum was in a conspicuous position on one of the lower
branches and Mother nervously raised the gun to her shoulder then, after
pointing it at the sky for quite a long time, she shut her eyes and pulled the
trigger. To her great surprise two possums fell to the ground, one was shot
dead and the other wounded. The injured possum started off and Mum
gave chase with the gun in her hands. She struck at the creature with the
gun, snapping the stock right off. That was the end of the gun and all
further shooting for the time being, although it was not the end of the
possums eating the peas.
Some few weeks after the adventure with the possums in the garden
Rowdy had an inspiration that caused him to run about 80 or 90 yards out
from the house and set up a bombardment of barks. He kept this yap, yap,
yapping going for quite a long time until he was told to go and lie down. He
dropped his ears and sneaked a few yards in the direction of the house with
his head low, but as soon as all eyes were off him he began barking again.
Mother started in his direction to see what he was barking at whilst us
kids stood near the door and watched. Rowdy, seeing someone coming and
remembering that he had been requested to stop his barking and lay down,
began creeping along the ground until he came quite close to Mum then he
rolled on his back and put his four legs into the air. Had Mum told him to
get on home he would have started back for the house at a quick pace with
his tail between his legs; however Mum put her hand down, patted him and
said: “Sool him Rowdy”. These words acted like magic. Rowdy was up and
away towards the bush that made him seem like a streak over the surface
of the ground. He had not gone more than 50 or 60 yards when a huge
yellow dingo sprang up in front of him and ran away with Rowdy in
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pursuit. The dingo stopped for a moment and looked around but Mother
waved a hand and shouted at him, thus giving Rowdy an easy victory.
Chapter 4
Time went on at King’s Spur. The summer passed and another long, cold
winter had to be endured until the lovely sunny days of spring returned.
Jim was well again now and took his place with Dad digging down on the
river. George was back home with mother and was very useful, helping her
with the cows, the garden, carrying wood for the fire or doing any other
little jobs that had to be done. We youngsters used to put in many hours
picking wild flowers, of which there were a great variety in the bush
including violets, buttercups, daisies, wild pansies and others too
numerous to mention.
The number of cattle had increased slightly and there were some cows
away that should have calves by now and were wanted to milk. In order to
try and find them Mum and George used to go walking the hills day after
day. I can quite imagine that they would not have had much chance
because, in the first place, they would not know the country and also would
not have much idea of finding cattle in the bush. They would go down one
gully to the river and then up the next one and would have come home very
tired in the evening, but I don’t think their endeavours were very
successful. The cows in most cases ended up coming home of their own
accord.
The cattle in those parts were always treated to a lick of salt when they
came home. It seemed essential that they should be given salt as it helped
them thrive, besides being a means of keeping them quiet. If they did not
get sufficient salt they became quite ravenous for it. Where salt has been
spilt and soaked into the ground they will eat it up for a considerable depth.
Things were progressing much the same at King’s Spur. Dad and Jim
were seven miles away down the river working the claim while Mother and
George were on the usual routine of milking and attending to the cows,
housekeeping and gardening etc. One day George was running to block a
cow and turn her towards the yard when he fell, struck his elbow on a rock
and broke his arm. Now here was a catastrophe. What was to be done?
There were no men about and Mum was there with just a little crowd of
youngsters. There did happen to be one old horse about with a bell on.
Mother managed to secure this and started off to try and find the way down
the river to where Dad was working.
The river at that time was running fairly brisk after some heavy rain.
Mum did not know the track but the horse did, although she knew it was
necessary to cross the river about 15 times. The old horse took the track
alright and when he came to the river was quite prepared to take it also,
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but Mother certainly did not like the look of it. She never did like any
volume of water but in this case felt that she must go on.
The Dargo River was always very rapid, most especially when in flood.
The first crossing happened to be one of the best, being rather wide with
fewer rocks and boulders. Mum let the old horse take his head into the
water and felt much more cheered when he reached the opposite bank
quite safe and sound. The water was no more than just touching the horse’s
belly.
The second crossing was a bad one and not far distant. The track to it
was down a steep bank and the water being concentrated and swift‐flowing
gave it a formidable appearance, however she allowed the horse to take its
head into the stream. Almost immediately the water was gushing right up
against the horse’s side and forcing him downstream but he battled against
it and got through alright. Mum got her feet wet and if she hadn’t been
riding side‐saddle, with her feet on the downstream side, she would have
had her skirts well‐soaked.
Mother kept on crossing the river until, in the middle of one rough
crossing, the old horse allowed himself to be carried a little too far
downstream and came abreast of a huge rock. He stood there for some
seconds in an endeavour to pass it on the upstream side but eventually
went below it. A short distance further and the destination was finally
reached.
George was taken to a doctor in Omeo where his arm was set and
bandaged and he came back home with it in a sling. Some months later,
when George’s arm had grown strong again, arrangements were made for
him to go to a school at Omeo where he stayed with a man named Lyons
who was a baker. For his board he had to milk two cows night and morning
and help at other small jobs about the house. He stayed at Omeo for twelve
months and the bit of schooling was certainly more value to him at the time
than anything else.
About this time an English company had taken up a mining lease near our
place at King’s Spur with the view of testing the alluvial outcrops in that
locality. Men were engaged to do various work. A few huts were built,
timber sawn and a two‐roomed weatherboard cottage was built for the
manager. Some more water races were cut and a dam built to conserve
water for mining purposes. Also, various other preparations were made
and quite a number of men were working. This put quite a different aspect
on life in general at King’s Spur.
My parents decided that if they had a bigger house they may be able to
do a little better by starting up a business. They did not have the means to
pay for building, so Dad decided to do it himself. He was used to broad axe
work and set out to square logs for a six‐room house. This was quite a big
undertaking and meant many weeks work with the broad axe; then there
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was all the work of hauling timber out of the bush. These logs were for the
walls. It was also necessary to saw a lot of timber for other parts such as
boards for flooring, joists, rafters, perlines, doors and many other little
odds and ends.
The work was proceeding during the summer and up to the winter when
the usual job of getting in wood for winter came along again and all hands
were busy cutting, carting and stacking wood before the snow came. A
large heap was stacked outside the huge kitchen chimney and big back‐logs
were occasionally put in the fire. During the middle of the night on one of
these occasions somebody raised the alarm…the chimney was on fire! All
the slabs and woodwork forming the outside of the chimney, along with the
heap of firewood that was stacked against it, was alight.
As it happened, water was only about one and a half chains away where
there was a well about three feet deep with a stream running into it from
one of the springs. The water had to be carried in buckets. The heap of
wood, which was well alight by then, was thrown back. Jim burned his
hands badly at this operation but continued working until the job was
finished.
It took several hours of the night for Dad, Mum and Jim to get the fire
under control. When it was declared safe the outer part, or practically all
the woodwork in the chimney, was destroyed and the stonework falling
down. This was a sad state of affairs because, with the cold weather coming
on, it was most essential to have the chimney and a fireplace for warmth as
well as cooking. It meant more work at a time when there was already a lot
to do. However, Dad started straight off rebuilding the huge chimney and
this time decided to build it entirely out of rock.
Jim was hauling rocks and mud for many days and it so happened that
William Cooley came along and lent a hand. A great heap of stone and rock
was hauled in. When the man who was the company manager came along
Dad asked him if he thought there was enough rock and stone to build the
chimney. The manager replied that the usual procedure was to get as much
as you estimated would do the job and then go and get ten times as much
again.
However, in due course the chimney was rebuilt, so also was the new
house – after many months of toil during which I was given the job of
handing the hammer and other tools to Dad whilst he was working up on
the building. I remember one day he told Mum that he thought he would
have to get Nell to hand him the hammer as I was too slow. I don’t wonder
at the remark as I was noted for being slow and dull.
Thomas Nesbitt, an old Scottish carpenter, was engaged to do the
finishing touches to the house and make some furniture. The whole thing
was eventually finished. One room was used as a storeroom, there was one
living room and four bedrooms.
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My parents applied for, and got, a victuallers’ licence – making the place
a public house. They also started a store. Dad used to go to Omeo and buy
fat cattle and kill one now and again to sell as beef. So, between one thing
and the other, things were booming quite lively at King’s Spur. Mum used to
look after the store and house, as well as helping to milk the cows, make
butter and working in the garden. On the other hand, Dad had to make
many trips to Harrietville with a few packhorses to bring out groceries and
other merchandise for the house and store. Besides this he and Jim would
periodically pack beef and other provisions to diggers along the river and
elsewhere.
The company that started mining at King’s Spur named the mine the Alpine
Gold Mining Company, and the manager, Mr. J., brought his wife and family
along. Mrs. J. used to get two bottles of milk from us each day and it was
usually my job to carry deliver the milk, a distance of about a quarter of a
mile.
Our garden gate was left open one evening and an old cow got into the
garden and ate down a bed of onions. The milk from this cow was naturally
mixed with all the milk from the other cows and it was afterwards found
that the whole lot was contaminated with an onion flavour.
As usual I took the two bottles of milk to Mrs. J., not knowing of course
that it was not quite right. Later in the day Mrs. J. returned the milk and
took a tin of condensed milk out of the store. When I delivered the milk the
next day she gave me the opened tin of condensed milk to return to Mum
saying she did not like it. Now, Mrs. J. should have known what a
temptation it would be for any boy to carry an opened tin of condensed
milk for a quarter of a mile along a road where no‐one was looking.
However, I delivered the milk back to Mum and she said that she certainly
could not take it back after Mrs. J. had opened it and taken some out, so she
handed me the tin with instructions to take it back to Mrs. J. She too should
have known all about permitting small boys to carry tins of condensed milk
along tracks where no‐one was looking.
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Clare’s Store
Chapter 5
George had returned home after nearly twelve months at school in Omeo
but Mother was troubled about education for the other children. As things
were looking a little brighter from a financial point of view my parents
decided to advertise for a man to teach us. There were several letters in
reply to the advertisement and my parents chose an elderly man by the
name of Cook. There was a hut about one hundred yards from the house
(formerly occupied by Mick Lyons) that was just in order for a school room.
Mr. Cook proved to be a nice, kind gentleman and I think we kids got on
as well as could be expected under his instruction. There were four of us
attending school and, with the exception of George, we had to start right
from the bottom of the ladder. Jim had to work with Dad at whatever he
was doing and could only get night lessons.
Mr. Cook had just one little failing – he had a habit of going to sleep in his
chair during school hours. We would finish the work given us and then wait
until he woke up before we got further instruction. The trouble was that
the house was now a licenced hotel and Mr. Cook was rather fond of the
whisky bottle. He did not improve much as time went on and, although
being reminded several times that he should not partake too strongly, he
could not seem to leave it alone.
One afternoon when all hands had finished their work and it was quite
time that school was out we had to wait while Mr Cook snored on in his
chair with his mouth wide open. We decided to leave the school and go
back to the house but before we left George gave Albert (who was the
youngest) a lump of mud to put into Mr Cook’s mouth. Albert took the mud,
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walked back and did as he was told. This brought the sleeping man to his
senses but we ran off and did not wait to see what happened next.
Shortly after this event Mr Cook was dismissed and, after a lapse of
about six months, another man (Mr Stubbs) took his place. We youngsters
did not like Stubbs nearly as much as he was a bit of an old grump and also
rather strict. Nevertheless he carried on and, as far as I knew, was doing the
job alright.
One Sunday as everyone was sitting down to dinner and about to partake of
a good meal of roast beef, vegetables and plum pudding, the dogs started
barking. Somebody went to the door, looked along the track then
announced that William Cooley was coming. Cooley was immediately
invited to dine. He sat down and started talking about all his recent
experiences. Cooley was always fond of children and seemed quite happy
when he had three or four boys around him.
On this occasion he seemed quite excited and stated that he had found a
very rich reef up near the head of the Dargo River. He said it was a
wonderful show about two feet wide, beautiful laminated stone and very
rich with streaks of gold through it – like a jeweller’s shop. He had brought
a piece of stone along to show how good it was and, for my benefit, said he
would give Dad a quarter share. Cooley had already sold some shares but
he was holding an interest. He insisted on Dad going up to look at it, which
he did and brought a further quarter share from Cooley. Dad paid him a
sum of money down and had to pay the balance after the first crushing.
From all appearances the reef was a paying proposition and the several
shareholders opened it up and took out a crushing of many tons of quartz.
The one problem hardest to solve was where to get it crushed? There were
no batteries in that vicinity and to pack the stone away would be very
costly. There was a crushing mill about seven miles downriver at the old
abandoned Homeward Bound Mine but if they bought this how would they
get it shifted?
There was a narrow three foot track along the river and it would be
difficult to take heavy machinery along this. The only other alternative was
to have it hauled up a deep spur for about three miles, out on to the road
and along over Freezeout then back down another very steep hill to where
it was needed. They chose however to haul it along the narrow track. It was
pulled one piece at a time by two horses, one in front of the other with two
men holding it on the track by ropes at the tail end as the horses dragged it
along.
The two great, heavy iron boxes, weighing between 300 and 400 pounds
each, Dad packed on a horse called Champion. This horse was a strong one
and he carried the boxes, but it was said that he was never as good again,
although he carried packs for years thereafter and was noted for being a
most careful horse with his load. If there was anything big and ugly to be
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packed it was always put on Champion. He had gained a lot of experience
before Dad bought him from Alex Fraser who had lost him on one occasion
in the bush for three days with a pack of two huge cases on his back. It was
a number of years later that George and I were driving him along with
other pack horses when he got kicked and broke his hind leg up in the thigh
and had to be destroyed.
An aunt and uncle came to pay us a visit once and they stayed quite a long
time. My grandfather also came and stayed and I recollect him telling us of
his first job in England when, as a boy, he was paid ten pence a week to run
about the field and keep birds off the crop. I also remember some of the old
songs he used to sing, including John Barleycorn and On the Green Mossy
Banks of the Lea.
On washing days Mother used to get me to assist her. She would put
some clothes into a tub of warm, soapy water and my job was to pull off
boots and socks and tramp the clothes for ten or twenty minutes. This
would take the rough out of them and reduce the rubbing. When one lot
was done they were taken out and another lot put in. This job suited me
quite alright as I could get a day off school.
On one occasion, as the washing was in progress and I seemed to have
little to do, I fossicked through the clothes that were to be washed and
came across an old skirt of Mum’s. I put it on and then found Mum’s hat. Off
I went running about, leaping over logs and occasionally turning a few
somersaults. Eventually I came close to the schoolroom where the other
children were being taught by Mr Stubbs. I gave a bit of a yell and Mr
Stubbs came out. As soon as I saw him I bolted, leaping over a few logs as I
went and, in my haste, I stood on the back of the skirt (which was too long
for me) and fell. I regained my feet as quick as possible and took off again
back to where the tub was waiting for me with another load of clothes and,
discarding the hat and skirt, I was soon tramping another lot.
In the meantime, Mr Stubbs went back into the school and told the other
children to go, saying: “There is something wrong with your mother”. He
came along to where Mum was washing and I treading clothes. When he
found out what had happened he insisted that I should be given a sound
thrashing, but Mum seemed to treat it more as a joke.
In close proximity to the rear of our school was the dam made by the
company to conserve water at the company’s claim. A hydraulic pump was
used to cut down the overburden on top of the gold‐bearing wash dirt.
After using the hydraulic pump for perhaps half or a whole day, the
manager would lift the gates of the dam and let the water go with a rush.
This would take hundreds of tons of stones, mullock and earth down the
hill which had previously been loosened up by the hydraulic pressure. The
dam would then be left to fill up again during the night. However, the
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company now resorted to driving a tunnel in order to stope out the ground
in place of sluicing off the increasing overburden and the dam was full of
water.
The winter came on and the severe frosts froze the water so hard that
we boys used to skate on the ice. It was great fun. Day after day every spare
moment we had was put in skating. One day we were having a race and
George was leading whilst Albert and I followed close on his heels, skating
along hand in hand. Suddenly the ice broke and George went through, then
Albert and I fell on top of him. We scrambled to get on top of the ice again
but it kept breaking away, and oh the water was cold! It was so deep in this
particular spot that Albert only had his head above water. Had we been in
other parts of the dam likely as not we would have drowned. George at last
managed to scramble on to the ice and then helped Albert and I out also.
We trudged off home where we received a good reprimanding, along
with some dry clothes. Our adventure put an end to the skating because
Mum would not permit us taking the risk again.
During these times Dad and Jim put in most of their time working at the
Happy Home Reef. The battery had been erected and a head race cut to
bring water on to the huge wheel that generated the power to drive the mill
and lift the eight head of stamps.
A crushing had been put through which yielded sufficient gold to pay for
the battery, along with the cost of erecting it and all other expenses
connected with opening up the reef and taking out the crushing. This also
gave the shareholders a small dividend. It appeared to be quite healthy and
there was still plenty of stone underneath to be raised, although it did not
prospect quite so rich but now that the battery was paid for there would be
less overhead expenses.
During an interval Dad stayed home for a few weeks and cleared a piece
of land near the house in order to grow a crop of oats for hay. He bought a
single furrow Lennon plough; a great, long, heavy implement but very
strong which was rather necessary as the ground was full of loose basalt
rocks. He ploughed the piece that had to be cleared and put in the seed oats.
Then, with the assistance of a man he had engaged to help him, the
cultivation was fenced. They then fenced in some pig sties and brought
home a few pigs on the pack horse, Champion. I omitted to mention that the
plough was packed from Harrietville on this same horse.
At this time Dad applied for a small selection of 40 acres in what was
known as the Broad Gully, about two miles from the house and nearer the
Dargo River. This application was duly granted and later on, as time
permitted, it was fenced with a chock and log fence and subdivided into
three paddocks.
Amongst the customers who came to our store for provisions was an old
Chinese man named Chong Sow. He would come along with a small amount
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of gold and buy a few bare necessities. I remember one occasion when he
came along after a beast had been killed. He saw its four feet laying near the
gallows and was most pleased when told that he was welcome to take them
away to cook and eat. It was reported by some that he had plenty of gold
and was a miser but, at the same time, he had every appearance of being
very poor. He was almost always barefoot and his clothes were just rags.
On another occasion he came along for some stores, among which was
20lbs of flour which was weighed on the steelyards. A steelyards is a kind
of scales with a rather long steel bar and a heavy iron ball which can be slid
back and forth to define the weight of anything hanging on its hooks.
The 20lbs of flour was left on the hooks of the steelyards with the bar
extended in a horizontal position and the iron ball hanging only by a piece
of string, as it had previously been broken. Chong Sow came to take the
flour off but instead of letting the weight down he lifted the flour and
immediately the lump of iron dropped, snapped the string and fell heavily
on poor old Chong’s toes, which were poking from his worn‐out boots, and
they appeared to be well‐crushed.
The poor fellow hopped around and said “muckahi” a lot of times while
the blood dripped from his foot all over the floor. He seemed to be in a very
bad way and in order that he might be able to walk back to his hut, five or
six miles distance, Mum gave him some clean white rags and some carbolic
oil for his sore toes.
About twelve months later this same old Chinese man was found dead in
his hut. He had evidently committed suicide as he was hanging from a beam
of his hut with a rope around his neck. The matter was reported to the
police at Harrietville who came out and, after all due inquiry, buried him in
a hole he had dug previously in search of gold. A number of people still
insisted that this old fellow had quite a lot of riches prior to his death, and it
was a common belief that the Chinese were in the habit of swallowing their
riches in order to get the benefit of them in the next world. This believe was
very strong in some people’s minds and the outcome of it was that his
grave was tampered with and raided on at least two occasions.
Chapter 6
It was the year 1885 and I was eight years old and able to ride a horse. Mr
Stubbs was still the teacher and had now put in about twelve months. One
day during school he seemed to be very cross, most especially with George,
over some lesson that was hard to do. He threatened George with the stick
etc. until he had him almost howling.
George was to be let out of school half an hour early on this day in order
to get in some cows and on leaving school he threw a stone back against the
wall which it hit with a thud. Stubbs was aggravated by this action. He
mentioned it to Mum, saying that George wanted checking out and should
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be thrashed. Mum did not tell him that George was not to be thrashed so
the next day he cut a long green rod and when we entered school George
was called out onto the floor for the thrashing.
The long green rod was held up ready for the first stroke but, the roof
being very low, the rod caught in a piece of bent wire that was hanging
from the rafters. While Stubbs was trying to release it George bolted out of
the door, threw another stone at the wall and walked off. Stubbs went out
after him and told him to come back at once or else he would get a double
thrashing the next day. George went to the house and told Mum that he was
finished with school. She knew quite well that was definite and didn’t try to
persuade him otherwise. Stubbs only stayed a couple of weeks after this
then he left to do some teaching at Webb’s on the Buffalo River.
No‐one lived at Mayford. There was a deserted house and garden with
quite a lot of fruit trees and the raspberries were ripe with only birds to eat
them. It was arranged that Jim and I should ride down with a tin each and
pick some, so the horses were caught and saddled up. I was to ride a mare
called Susan, who may have been quiet but at the same time had a bit of a
kink in her temper.
A tin big enough to hold about two gallons was put into a bag and
strapped to the front of my saddle then we mounted the horses and started
off. I put my hands on the saddle because it rattled, causing the mare to
look from one side to the other while starting to make pace. But the faster
she went the more the tin rattled, and then didn’t she go! I hung onto the
saddle as she went her hardest for about a mile. She galloped up to a log
about four feet high and had she jumped it I would have fallen off for
certain, but she suddenly swerved to the right…and I fell off just the same!
Although I landed on a rock I was not much hurt and started off home again
roaring like a bull while Jim followed the mare, riding his own horse.
On another occasion my sister and I were sent to walk down to Mayford
to get a few apples so that Mum could make a pie. We were given a sugar
bag each but instructed to only bring back a few. We got down alright and
started picking the fruit but did not seem to know what we were capable of
carrying up the two miles of steep hill and, of course, collected far too
many.
We shouldered the bags and started off but every short distance would
have to stop for a spell. During one of these spells my bag fell over and the
apples started rolling and bouncing back down the hill. Instead of standing
the bag up to prevent more from rolling out I started off after those that
were bouncing down the hill, while Nell sat down holding her bag and
laughed to see my apples rolling away with me in pursuit. Nearly all my
apples came out of the bag and were scattered for 50 yards down the slope.
It took us nearly an hour to gather them all and get going again, and it was
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easily two more hours before we reached home with our loads…where we
were severely chastised for starting up with such big loads.
For the next year or so things went on in the usual way. We still milked
cows, kept a big garden, grew a small crop of hay to feed a horse or two and
a couple of milking cows in winter. There was also the packing of
provisions from Harrietville to be done, along with packing vegetables and
groceries to a few miners here and there about the district. One big
drawback was the lack of paddocks for working horses and milking cows –
there was only one small paddock and that was used for the calves.
My brother Jim used to put in no end of time walking and riding about
the bush looking for horses. They could wander for miles in different
directions and it was a big task to keep them together. The milking cows
also took a great deal of attention and some of them had to be provided
with bells in order that they might be more easily found.
It was a fairly wet season and some of the cows were troubled with
swollen feet and were lame. This complaint, something like footrot in
sheep, would attack the cows and their feet would swell up badly and cause
the two toes to spread out and become very sore, while the foot would
appear as though it was about to burst. We treated the cows with
bluestone, which gave some relief.
George, Nell and I were now milking the cows (about twelve of them)
and one cow, that we called Bluey, was hard to find in the mornings so we
decided to take a bell off one of the other cows and put it on Bluey. This we
did and, as soon as Bluey got out of the yard, she started to bound in the air
and buck around and bellow with her tongue hanging about a foot out of
her mouth. She kept this up for quite a while and eventually made it off into
the bush with all the other cows running after her.
We quite enjoyed the performance and had a good laugh at the old cow’s
expense. My parents, on hearing the bell ringing and the cows bellowing,
came out of the house to see what the matter was. They concluded that we
had put some of the bluestone in the cow’s mouth, and I think they also
decided that whoever the culprit was would get the stick. When we told
them it was the bell that caused the cow to give the entertainment the
parents were satisfied.
Jim was again out looking for some horses in the bush. It was getting late in
the season and several trips had to be made to Harrietville with pack
horses in order to bring groceries and other commodities for the winter.
Beside our own requirements we had a few customers to our store who
also had to be provided for.
Jim had been away all day, as was often the case. He had gone on what is
still known as the Long Spur, a rather large area of fairly good grazing
country where it was sometimes very hard to find the particular animals
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you wanted. Mother was worried because he was not home and it was now
an hour after dark, so she went outside every now and then and was
eventually relieved to hear him singing in the distance.
Jim let his horse go and came in to have his tea. He was very hungry
because he had only taken a small lunch and, while eating, told us about
seeing a small fire when he had been travelling through the dark. On
approaching it he found a poor old Chinese sitting beside the fire. Jim called
out and the Chinese man made an attempt to get up but he fell down again.
He was very weak and poorly clad – practically in rags – his feet were
frostbitten and in a bad way.
The poor fellow had been lost for many days and had wandered around
without food until he was exhausted. Jim built a big fire for him and laid
more wood close by so that he could put it on when the fire burned down.
He then gave the man his coat and his saddle cloth to put around his feet
and told him that he would return next morning and bring some food.
It was about three and a half miles to where the Chinese man was but
next morning we three boys set out and took him some food and made a
drink of hot tea for him. In the meantime Dad yoked a horse to a sledge
with a bag or two of straw on it and followed along a little later.
The sledge could not be taken all the way as there was no track for the
last half mile or so but, by assisting the injured man, we brought him to the
sledge. Although he had a good bed of straw to lay upon the poor devil must
have had a very rough ride as the track had no end of stones to bump over.
We kept this Chinese man for about six weeks, gave him plenty of good
food and attended to his feet. When he was well again he wanted to do
some work but there were no suitable jobs for him, so we took him to
Cobungra and started him on the road to Omeo with a bag of flour and did
not see him again.
Chapter 7
The Alpine Gold Mining Company’s claim had now been worked for over
two years and, although the company had done a lot of work, it had not
recovered a payable amount of gold. They had driven a tunnel 1,100 feet
into the hill, had put up rises and done a lot of stopeing out but the concern
was not paying so they decided to close down. One thing they did cause to
happen through diverting water from its natural courses and bringing it
around the back of our house was to cause a landslide to start below the
lower side of the house. For a distance of three hundred yards the ground
cracked open and began to sink. It was a wet season and the diverted water
made the situation worse because the formation underneath was
undoubtedly clay on top of the wash of an ancient river bed.
At the southern end of this huge crack in Mother Earth there were
hundreds of thousands of tons of surface mullock sliding down the gully
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below, taking huge trees, logs, rocks and everything else with it. The
ground in front of the house was opening up and sinking. At about 30 yards
from the door it sank about twelve feet, and every now and then another
crack nearer the house would open up and sink down.
Everybody was wondering when it would stop and whether the house
would drop down with it as well. However, the last crack appeared about
ten yards from the front door. When it was finished there was a straight
drop of about ten feet, extending for a considerable distance right along in
front of our house. The only thing that stopped it from sliding right away
was the fact there was a spur right in front on which the sunken ground
seemed to rest.
The manager of the mine, with his wife and family, was leaving and had
made arrangements with my dad to pack them to Harrietville. There was
Mr and Mrs J. and their five children. The four eldest children were boys
and the youngest, about one and a half years of age, was a girl.
Horses had to be found to carry these people as well as all their baggage,
which was quite considerable; however the undertaking of supplying
enough horses for the job was worked out. The two eldest boys were to be
put into gin cases which were open at the top so they could sit up and be
placed on each side of the back of a pack horse. In both cases plenty of rugs,
blankets etc. were stuffed around them so they would be comfortable. Mrs
J. was given a very quiet horse on which to carry the baby.
It was springtime and the road over the Dargo High Plains and along the
top by way of Freezeout still had a considerable amount of snow on it,
therefore it was decided to take the track up along the river and connect
with the road near Bill Boasted’s place at Mt St Bernard. This track was
narrow and cut in the sides of steep slopes. In places the hills were so steep
that if a horse lost its footing and fell, or got off the track, it would be in
danger of rolling two or three hundred feet down to the river so it was
necessarily to ride carefully at all times. Also, a horse with a bulky load on
its back ran the risk of being dislodged if the load caught against a tree or
other object on the top side.
Eventually everything was ready and the outfit started off. All went well
for a considerable distance. Dad and George were in charge of the pack
horses and Mr J. decided to let the horse carrying the two eldest boys run
loose with the other packs. After a while this horse gained the lead and one
of the boys on its back broke a switch as he went along and commenced
using it on the horse. As it trotted along it got some more of the switch
which put it into a gallop.
The folk with the outfit saw the horse going around a spur well ahead of
them and, for a time, were unable to pass the other pack horses to follow
but, as soon as there was an opportunity, George managed to get past the
other horses and sailed ahead. The horse carrying the boys had come to a
standstill of its own accord and, apart from the curcingle which was
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buckled around the cases to keep them firm on the horse’s back being slack,
there was nothing wrong…which was a miracle. This horse was led for the
rest of the day and the journey was completed without further event.

Mt. St. Bernard’s Hospice
The Happy Home Reef was still being worked, several crushing’s having
been taken out and put through the battery, but the stone still seemed to be
of a lower grade. It certainly paid expenses and gave a small dividend but
the reef was going down and it was necessary to put in a low‐level tunnel.
Dad was still putting in a lot of his time working it but, if it did not prove
better at the lower level, it would scarcely be a paying proposition.
It was now about the year 1886 and a mail contract was let to a man named
Thos. Gallagher to carry the mail one trip per week from Harrietville to
Boastead’s at Mt St Bernard, then down along the Dargo River to Mayford,
up King’s Spur, across the Dargo High Plains and on to Grant by way of the
Half‐Way Hotel (known as Noon’s). During the winter months T. Gallagher
would carry the mail on foot and very often the greater part of the journey
was done in snow‐shoes. Gallagher was a very strong walker with
wonderful endurance. It was amazing to see the heavy load he could carry
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on his back through the snow. During the summer months it was obviously
more convenient to carry the mail on horseback.

Thos. Gallagher
Gallagher asked my brother Jim to do the job for a while and he coped
quite well. Dad could not manage very well without Jim as he wanted to do
some fencing at the Broad Gully and it was concluded that I may be able to
carry the mail. Jim went with me for one trip to show me the road but I
rather doubt it was explained to me just all the places where I should pick
up and deliver the mail. However, I started off. I was then nine years of age
and am sure I was duller than most boys. At various places along the river
some miners gave me dinner, which I quite enjoyed (I was not dull at
eating!). They then fastened a mailbag onto my saddle and off I went.
Further on I remember picking up some letters from a box that was nailed
to a tree and I put them into a leather bag that was slung around my
shoulders.
At the Hospice Mr Boastead gave me another mailbag to strap with the
others onto my saddle then I continued on, eventually reaching Harrietville.
At the post office I took the mailbags from the saddle and went and
knocked on what I thought was the front door. A man on the other side of
the street called out and said: “That’s the wrong door. Go to the next one.”
However, just at that moment the post mistress came out of the next door
and told me to bring the bags in. I took them in and the lady seemed kind.
She said that she supposed I’d had a long ride.
I was turning to go out again when my foot caught against what
appeared to be a small basket built on three cane legs. The basket was full
of all kinds of sewing accoutrements and when my foot caught against one
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of the legs the basket fell over and its contents were scattered all over the
floor.

Postman on High Plains during winter
There were buttons everywhere. I felt very much ashamed of myself for
being so clumsy and started picking the things up. But the lady assured me
that it was alright and she would clean up without any bother. I went out
and scrambled onto the saddle and rode on for five more miles to Mr
Gallagher’s place at Smoko. The post mistress told him that he would have
to get somebody else to carry the mail as I was too young.
The following day I was provided with an old, fat, lazy, useless mare to
ride home again. This was my first job away from home and I was pleased
that it did not last long. Many a time since then I have thought of it and I
always concluded that what the post mistress said was quite right. I was
too young.
The next morning I started on the return journey for home on the beast
heretofore described. I was riding slowly because I could not make the
mare hurry. I had not gone far when I was overtaken by Mr J., the former
manager of the Alpine Gold Mine Company’s mine at King’s Spur. He too
was going back, having some business at the mine, and said that he would
accompany me on the journey. I would have made every endeavour to keep
up with him but he had to call on the blacksmith at Harrietville and get the
shoes on his horse attended to so he said that he would ride on ahead and I
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would find him at the blacksmith’s shop, almost opposite the post office. I
did not know the meaning of ‘opposite’ and when I arrived at Harrietville I
did not see him so I kept on sailing along.
When one switch was worn out I would break off another and in an
endeavour to make the mare hurry along a little I tried hitting her in
different places with the switch, but a few hits on the shoulder or side of
the neck would only make her shake her head. It was a wonder that Mr J.
did not catch up to me before I got to Mt St Bernard. From there I started
down the river track, which was a few miles further on and a much slower
track to travel. I did not know the road along the top by the way of
Freezeout, Bluerag and the Dargo High Plains. Mr J. would certainly take
that route. I would have to go down the river track for 15 miles and then up
a spur where there was a very indistinct track for two and a half miles to
reach home. My total journey for that day would be 35 miles.
I continued down along the river at a very slow pace and ate some lunch
that I had in my pocket as I went along. I passed the battery at the Happy
Home mine. My dad and brother Jim were not there just then so I kept on
going. Further on, at what is known as The Junction (where the two
branches of the river join), some miners told me that if I dismounted they
would boil the billy and make a drink of tea. I thanked them and said that I
had already eaten my lunch and continued on my journey.
I was now a good way down the river and it was getting dark. About
three more miles would take me to the foot of the spur where I would
commence the ascent. I would know the spot as a small stream of water
crossed the track just before I turned to go up. It was very dark as I started
up the hill and I could not see the track. The old mare would only go a few
yards at a time then she would want another spell, and it would require a
lot of hits with the stick to get her started again. I battled on. It was
certainly slow progress and at about a quarter of a mile up the river the
mare refused to go any further. I dismounted and took the saddle off her
back. I also took off the bridle and just left her standing there. I stood the
saddle against a tree and, with the bridle in my hand, started to walk the
balance of the distance up the hill.
There was a slight track zig‐zagging up the spur that had been made by
the treading of horses’ feet as people rode up and down. Sometimes I would
be on the track and then, in the dark, most times I would be off it but I knew
that if I continued on up the hill I must come out fairly right.
I had no matches and was a little timid about dingoes. On one occasion as
I sat down for a spell I was certain that I had put my hand on a snake,
although it was probably a piece of bark or wood from a tree. However, I
jumped up in fright, feeling a cold shiver go through me, and scrambled up
the hill. I carried a good stick with me, although I hardly knew what I
wanted to do with it. Eventually I reached home, although of course I was
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not expected and all hands were in bed, but Mother got up and gave me a
meal before I too went to bed.
Chapter 8
My sister, Nell, was a great cattle enthusiast who loved to milk the cows
and quieten the calves. If there were any cows out in the bush with young
calves she was always keen to get them in to milk. On one occasion there
were several cows away and Nell, with Mum’s consent, persuaded me to go
with her on foot to try and find them. We knew the country well for a few
miles so we started off. After walking for an hour or two we struck the road
and there were cattle tracks leading away from home so we followed them.
The tracks left the road and were heading down the Long Spur. I wanted to
turn back but Nell insisted that we keep on and said that we would catch up
with them soon.
The tracks continued along a narrow path made by stock wandering to
and fro and we followed them for miles. Again I wanted to turn back and go
home but Nell would not hear of it. At last we came to what is known as
Shephard’s Plain. At the top of this plain the cattle tracks seemed quite
fresh so we followed them down to the lower end where, about three
quarters of a mile away, we found the mob. There were no cows with calves
that we wanted in the mob but all the same we turned them back and
started them for home. We would now not be less than seven miles from
home and the day was getting along but we stuck to the mob of cattle and
drove them until it was dark…thank goodness there was a little moonlight.
We were really tired and hungry when we reached home two hours after
dark.
A few weeks later Nell got one of the horses, old Dick, and went off riding
in the same locality down the Long Spur, searching for more cows and
calves, and had put my coat on in case the weather turned cold. Dad and my
two elder brothers were away at the time – I believe they were working at
the Happy Home reef. Nell went off in the morning and we naturally
expected her back before dark. It was now sundown and as it started
getting dark Mum became very anxious. She would go out every now and
then to see if there was any sign of Nell. We had our tea and waited but
there was still no sign of her.
Mum put the younger children to bed and decided that she and I would
take a lantern and go out to see if we could find Nell. We also took with us a
box of matches, a bottle of milk and some lunch. We followed the road for
about three miles to where the track turned down the Long Spur and then
took the track for another mile and a half but there was no sign of Nell, so
we made a huge fire among some logs, left the lunch, matches and bottle of
milk in a conspicuous place near the fire and returned home. We were
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afraid that if we went any further our lantern would burn out and we
would not be able to find our way home.
It was after midnight when we arrived. George had come along in the
meantime and awoken Albert to find out what had happened. It was
arranged that as soon as possible after daylight George was to get his horse
and go in search of Nell. When I awoke the next morning George had left. I
doubt Mum had any sleep at all that night; naturally she was worried about
her daughter.
The day wore on until it was nearing two o’clock when we beheld Nell
riding along the track on old Dick. She had ridden about on the previous
day until it was quite late and then did not know which way to strike out
for home. When it got absolutely dark she stopped, tied up the horse and
could do nothing more than wait until daylight. She had searched the
pockets of my coat for matches but there weren’t any. When the long night
had ended at last she again got on the saddle and started off in an
endeavour to find the way back home. After a few hours she had decided to
let the horse go his own way and he brought her back to the track she had
traversed the previous day, and along the same track George had ridden
that morning. George arrived home late that evening to find that all was
well.
It is a fairly well‐known fact among stockmen and others who are used
to riding in the bush that if they lose their way, or get in a heavy fog and
cannot tell where they are going then, if they let the horse have its head, 99
times out of 100 it will take them home or back to the place where the
horse is used to run. A story is told about the early days at Glen Fallock on
the Macalister River. An Englishman was there on a visit who, although he
was very fond of riding, was a poor bushman. Frequently, he would go out
with the stockmen from the station but if they did not happen to be going
out he would start off alone.
He had been cautioned to let the horse have its head if he became lost
and that it would go straight home. On one occasion he went out alone and
had ridden about for the greater part of the day. When he wanted to make
back for the station he had no idea which way to go and declared himself
lost. Every effort to find his way back to the station failed so he pulled the
saddle and bridle off the horse and let it go. True enough it did go home,
although the stockmen from the station had some difficulty in finding the
Englishman.
Another man, in the vicinity of Mt. Wellington, not being used to the bush
was advised by his mate that, in the event of his becoming lost in the bush
whilst riding, to let the horse have its head and it would take him home. It
so happened that sometime later this man did not turn up at the camp and
his mates had great difficulty in locating him. They eventually found him
and, whilst taking him back to camp, questioned him as to why he did not
do as he was instructed about giving the horse its head. He replied that he
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had given the horse its head several times and each time it had turned
around and gone the wrong way.
Chapter 9
Since the closing of the mine at King’s Spur things were generally quieter.
The victualler’s license had been allowed to lapse but my folk still kept the
store, although there was very little business to be done. A few pounds’
worth of goods, including vegetables, was sold now and again to some old
diggers. Beef was also sold occasionally when a beast was killed. These
items, including a few pounds of butter that Mum used to make, would
bring in a small amount of money, although it was not enough to live on.
Dad was about finished with the Happy Home reef because it was
becoming too poor to warrant much further work or lost time. My two
elder brothers were packing quartz in that locality for a man who had a reef
near the Happy Home. When starting off they filled up a number of bags
with hay which they took with them to feed the horses whilst working the
quartz.
After they had been packing quartz for about a week a report came to
King’s Spur that their stock of hay on which to feed the pack‐horses was
running very low. There was still one old horse and a pack saddle left at
King’s Spur so Mum decided to send me up with four more bags of hay. We
managed to fill the bags and strap them two and two together, thus loading
the horse with two bags on each side whilst I was to ride on top of the load.
I had great bother in piloting the horse through the trees with this bulky
load until I reached the narrow track cut along the river, and there it was
anything but safe. The load dragged against stumps, trees, rocks, bushes
and bush debris on the top side which tended to push the horse off the
narrow track. In most places, had he lost his footing, it was only a matter of
a few turns and he would have fallen into the river a hundred yards below.
However, I kept on, possibly not knowing the risks, and as a kid of course I
knew I had a duty to perform and was intent on doing it. Eventually I
reached my destination and when I arrived I was informed that my
brothers had sufficient hay to finish the job.
I have travelled that track scores of times in later years and a number of
times have found it necessary to spring from my saddle when the horse
made a false step and got off the track. On a few occasions when driving
pack horses I have seen one horse, in an endeavour to pass another, push
him off the track, with the result that he would roll down to the bottom and
be killed outright with the pack saddle and load smashed to pieces. I would
not ask any human being to ride along such a track on four bags of hay, and
I cannot understand how in those days anybody could ask a boy of ten to do
such a thing.
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My next job was to take 13 pounds of beef 11 miles down the Dargo
River to a Dane named Moss. He was a gold digger who had been there for a
number of years and was reputed to be a very honourable old man. I
started off on the same horse that had carried me with the four bags of hay,
only this time my load was quite small.
Dad gave me an outline of the track on a piece of paper and I had to cross
the river 23 times to get me there – and the same on the return journey.
The horse knew the way and I was told that if I was not sure of the right
direction to let the horse go as he wished, provided he did not turn to come
back. I accomplished this little job quite all right and without event, except
that I saw a dingo on the way and gave chase but the dingo did not seem to
be afraid.

Pack Horse
The man, Moss, gave me a few tomatoes and cape gooseberries. These
were the first I had ever seen as they would not grow in our garden on
account of it being too cold and frosty. Some months after this my dad paid
a visit to Moss and found him in his hut with a broken leg. A party was
organised and he was carried out to Cobungra and thence to Omeo for
treatment.
The following winter a new industry, snaring possums, started up. These
creatures were most plentiful and worth sixpence apiece for good, sound
skins. All the young fellows about Cobungra, Omeo and many other districts
were out after them during the winter months. We brought wire and string
and made snares, and besides catching them with snares we used to go out
on moonlit nights with the dogs and shoot them. If two of us shot a dozen
for one night we thought we were making a fortune.
We boys put in months walking about the bush searching for trees
possums inhabited. When we found a likely looking tree a pole was cut and
leant against it with a snare on the pole. After a few days the snare was
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moved to another tree. About 99 percent of the possums were silver greys
while at odd times we would catch a mountain possum, which were very
rare and worth about a shilling each. The ringtail possums were practically
worthless. When we had covered all the country near home George and I
shifted about eight miles away, camped in a tent and made a bed on the
ground with bushes underneath. It was winter time and occasionally there
was snow on the tent which we would bump off with our hands.
On one occasion we caught our horses and, as it was a moonlit night, we
took the gun (an old‐fashioned muzzle‐loader) and the dogs and rode out to
catch a few possums. The dogs found two or three, which we got quite
alright then, as we were about to get off our horses to shoot another one
the gun, which George was carrying, went off accidentally and the charge
missed me by a foot or so.
This possum business lasted for a number of years and the possums
were getting somewhat thinned out. On one occasion a few years after the
first outbreak my brother Albert and I were tramping about the Dargo High
Plains in snowshoes after possums in the depths of winter. We had been
out all day and only taken a very small lunch. At evening, as there was a
good moon, we decided to continue with the business by shooting a few
more. There was about two feet of snow all over and, as anyone who has
had much to do with snow will know, walking in snowshoes is very tiring
work. We continued tramping about and shooting until after midnight
when we felt very hungry and just about knocked up. We were about four
miles out from the house and in bad snow. This would take about four
hours travelling and we did not feel equal to the task just then.
Fortunately we found a tree with a large hollow at the bottom where we
could break off some pieces of wood that didn’t have snow on them and, as
I happened to have a half candle in my pocket we managed to kindle a fire.
After the fire got going we broke dead limbs from other trees and built it up
until it was burning fiercely. We then prepared a couple of possums that we
had shot and, as soon as the fire burned down, we put them on the hot coals
to roast and when they were cooked we both had a meal of possum, which
we enjoyed. This is the only time I have eaten possum and my recollection
of it that night was very favourable. After the meal we trudged off home in
much better heart.
In referring to the different occupiers of the Dargo High Plains Run I wish
to mention that W.E. Jones bought the interests of R. King – v.i.z. a half acre
of land with a house at Mayford on the Dargo River. Jones used this for a
winter residence and he fenced in some paddocks, cleared some land and
grew crops of oats for home feed. He also planted fruit trees and put in a
garden.
The said R. King bought a grazing area from Parslow’s on Cobungra. He
also bought 40 acres of private land on the Victoria Plain at Cobungra and
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took his cattle etc. and went there to live. W.E. Jones was not blessed with
good health so King came back for a time to manage for him. Later on Mr
Jones sold out to three mining magnates from Bright; Messrs Breen,
McLean and Morgan. At the same time these people owned another station
known as ‘Abbey Yards’ on the Buffalo River. They engaged a man, Alex
McIntyre of Towonga, to manage their interests on the Dargo High Plains
and things went smoothly enough for a few years.
Alex McIntyre was a friend of Mr Gow of Harrietville. It was through him
that Gow later came to the High Plains and took up the grazing lease known
as Bucher Hill on the western side of the plains. In those days this area
contained 160,000 acres and extended to the Wonnangatta Station on the
Wonnangatta River. He also took up two leasehold blocks on and around
what was known as Mackintosh’s Plain on the Dargo High Plains. These
leasehold blocks contained about 1500 acres. They were taken up about
the year 1885 and have remained with the Gow family ever since. The
grazing area held by Breen, McLean and Morgan was abandoned and taken
up by Messrs Box, King and Peterson, all of Cobungra.
My folk at this time had about 50 head of cattle and some horses. Box,
King and Peterson demanded that they should pay three shillings per head
annually for all their stock and would not allow them to keep a stallion.
They would also not permit the keeping of a bull except under certain
conditions. They also collected payment from J. Lawler who was at that
time running cattle about Freezeout and from the Noons at the Half‐Way
Hotel on the Grant Road. Thus they collected enough money from these
three parties to pay the rent on the whole run whilst they themselves had
all the land on the eastern side and along the river for nothing.
This state of affairs carried on for about three years and my folk were
making every endeavour to increase their number of cattle. They had
bought about 20 head in the northeast and were now branding about 15
calves a year. They considered that if they had more cattle, and could get
some permanent holding to run them on, it would be the best means of
pulling themselves out of the mud. However, during the year 1888
Peterson decided to give up raising cattle and wished to sell all of his
interests in same. On hearing this, my folk approached him about buying
his one‐third share of the goodwill of the Dargo High Plains Run. He said
yes, he would take 50 pounds for the share. My folk decided to take it but
were very hard put to raise enough cash. They borrowed 15 pounds from
the Dane who had broken his leg down the river and eventually made up
the amount. They received the holding and now felt free to give the cattle
extra attention and raise more of them.
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Chapter 10
Arrangements were made for me to go to school at Dargo. I was to stay
with the policeman and do a few jobs about the place for my food; although
the word ‘few’ should have been eliminated and the word ‘many’ put in its
place. My little bit of paraphernalia was collected and George was to go
down with me and bring the horses back. We took one pack horse because
Mum had two kegs of butter that she was going to sell to Mr J. Kelly, the
Dargo shopkeeper.
The days were short at this time and it was decided that we should stay
one night at the 12 Mile Creek in a deserted hut that used to belong to
Jimmy Quirk, an old miner. We started off and reached the 12 Mile Creek in
the evening where we let the horses go with hobbles and a bell. We made
up a camp at the hut and had salt bacon and bread for our tea then we
turned in. I soon got to sleep but during the night I awoke and felt
exceedingly thirsty. I looked around but it was very dark so I tried to go off
to sleep again but without success. A little later I sat up and wondered what
my chances were of finding the creek if I got up. George had some matches
but I didn’t know where to find them and I did not want to wake him so I
lay down again. I was too thirsty to sleep and after about another half‐hour
I got out of bed and felt my way to the door.
The creek was about 40 yards distant and there was tea tree and scrub
growing about it; there were also a lot of old workings where miners had
been digging for gold. I walked cautiously in one direction but fancied I
could see a shaft in front of me so I turned a little to the left, although still
going in the direction of the creek. Suddenly, I fell over a bank into an old
working about seven feet deep. This gave me such a fright that I scrambled
up again and made my way back to the hut and got into bed, where I stayed
until daylight. The next morning we collected our horses, had some
breakfast and continued on to Dargo.
I commenced my duties about the house and also attended the school.
The teacher started me well back with the lessons and I felt ashamed to be
with children much smaller than myself. I was now eleven and it was a pity
that I had missed the last three years of schooling. My principal duties
about the house were; to get up in the morning and light the fire and put
the kettle on; feed the horse in the stable; gather up the straw I had put
down the previous evening as a bed for the horse; clean out the stable and
then milk five cows. After breakfast I had to dry up the breakfast things and
then go to school. During the warm weather (spring and summer) I had to
carry water from the river during the dinner hour to give five cows and
calves and three horses a drink.
In the evening the calves had to be put in the yard away from the cows
and the horses fed and bedded down, after which I was to either cut wood
or dig in the garden until just before dark. The axe that was provided for
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me to cut wood was worse than blunt, it was simply dreadful and I had no
means of sharpening it. I really do not know how any human being on God’s
earth could ask a person – man, woman or child – to cut wood with it.
I plucked up enough courage on one occasion to tell my boss that the axe
was blunt and needed sharpening. He grunted, picked up the axe, looked at
it and then dropped it down again. Some weeks later he went to the store
and bought a new axe. He took it to the wood heap and cut two or three
sticks. He then looked at the blade, wiped it with his hand, and carried the
axe to the stable where he put it high up between one of the rafters so I
could not get at it.
A few weeks later, while my boss was away on patrol, I climbed up and
took the new axe down, cut some wood with it and then put it back again. A
new axe is never very good until it is ground but I thought that, compared
to the one I had, it was wonderful. I could never understand why he would
not give me a better axe because if he had I could have done a lot more
work for him with much more ease to myself.
I could never get my lessons done to get to bed before 10 or 10.30 pm. I
don’t know why but in those days children had more night lessons than day
lessons. I will relate what I can remember us kids in the second class were
set to do. There was spelling and poetry to learn, history, geography,
phrasing, tables, sums and writing, along with other items I can’t recall. We
were given the cane if they were not done. I have seen some of the boys get
as many as 20 cuts on the hands at one time and just as heavy as the
teacher could lay it on. Fortunately I did not often get the cane. I don’t know
why people in those days allowed their children to be flogged so much. I
feel quite sure that if any teacher gave a child of mine 20 cuts with a cane at
any one time there would be more than the child taking punishment.
I kept up with my duties. On Saturdays there was nearly always some
extra job found for me if I could not put in full‐time at the woodheap or
garden. Sometimes I had to wheel granite sand to the yard. One day I was
sent to sweep and scrub out the lock‐up. While I was working at this job the
policeman’s four‐year‐old son was playing near me in the lock‐up. I had
finished and wanted him to come out but he would not so I threatened to
close the door on him. Still he would not come out so I closed the door, not
knowing that it was a snap‐lock and required a key to open it. Sure enough
the kid was shut in the lock‐up.
I ran and told his mother but she didn’t have the key, and the policeman
was somewhere down the road. I was sent to find him and no doubt the kid
was in a very safe place until I did find his father. I hurried and found the
policeman and the kid was let out; his sentence being less than half an hour.
I was let off with a strong reprimand.
One day I got into trouble whilst giving the cattle a drink from tins in
which I had carried water from the river for them. One big bull calf with
horns had his head in the tin, drinking. He seemed to be a long time getting
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his fill of water and I suppose I was getting tired of waiting for him. I
hooked the handle of the tin just behind his horns so that when he lifted his
head the tin came up also. He poured a half‐tin of water all over himself and
started to run backwards. He crashed through a small gate, breaking it and
a wheelbarrow, then he fell down and got rid of the tin. Naturally, I had to
tell my boss what had happened and I received a big talking to – I believe I
would have preferred a thrashing. However, I got a hammer and nails and
fixed the gate as well as I could but the wheelbarrow, which was old, had to
be taken to the blacksmith’s shop to be repaired.
I stayed at the school for eight months but don’t think I got along as well
as I should have. Possibly I was a little dull, like a small boy, Tommy, who I
remembered later from a story. Apparently his teacher had asked each
child in the class to make mention of something they had seen on their way
to school. Some recalled that they had seen this or that but when it came to
Tommy’s turn he could not think of anything.
The teacher told him to stand up and said: “Surely Tommy, you must
have noticed something on your way to school?” But Tommy shook his
head and the teacher ordered him to sit down again. After sitting down
Tommy thought for a moment then held up his hand. “Well, what is it now
Tommy?” enquired the teacher.
“Oh, please Sir, I do remember seeing something this morning”.
“Ah, very good,” said the teacher, “what did you see?”
“Please Sir, I saw a motor car going along our street this morning.”
“That’s better Tommy,” said the teacher. “I am pleased. What did you
notice about the car?”
“It was painted blue and was going up towards the north end.”
“Very good, indeed: Did you notice anything else?”
“Yes Sir, there were some letters and figures at the tail end.”
“And what were the letters and figures?”
Tommy thought for a moment and then said it was B.N.999.
“Splendid, Tommy,” said the teacher, “But what does B.N.999 stand for?”
“I’m not sure Sir, but I think it meant ‘bloody near a thousand’.”
I made my way back home again but I daresay it would have been better
if I had stayed there because had I got a good education it would have been
worth more to me than anything else. However, the experience did me no
harm and, apart from what little I learned at school, I got to know a few
people and it gave me a small idea about how to rub shoulders with the rest
of the world.
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Chapter 11
My dad and brothers had built a new yard to break in four young horses
but they knew very little about the job. They bought some tackling and,
after each horse was brought into the yard, the roller etc. was buckled
around its girth. Two reins, one on either side, were hitched back to the
buckles on the roller, thus keeping the horse’s head straight and not
permitting him to turn one way or another. The horse was then left to stand
in this position for a few hours but it didn’t teach him not to turn.
The first horse was saddled up and George got on his back then tried to
pull him, first to one side and then to the other, but the horse threw his
head in the opposite direction and struck the ground heavily with his fore‐
feet. He would only trot around the yard until somebody chased him and
hit him with a sack bag.
George said to open the gate and let him go outside. The gate was opened
but until a quiet horse was brought along to go with him he refused to leave
the yard. Once outside he went sideways and pulled against the rein, in fact
he did all sorts of things except go where his rider wanted him to.
Eventually the dogs took off after him. He reared up and almost fell over,
after which he gave some more big side jumps and then galloped off with
his rider into the bush with three dogs in pursuit. Jim followed him on a
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quiet horse and, after two or three miles, he was brought to a standstill. The
halter was loosened from his neck and he was eventually led back to the
yard with the rider still on his back.
The second horse was prepared in much the same way and when Jim got
on his back it was a job getting the horse to move. He would just walk very
slowly around the yard, shaking his head and reefing his neck. I was
commissioned to go with this outfit on another quiet horse and, as with the
first horse, it took a while to get him to walk out of the yard. When on the
outside he would only shift if both the reins were left slack. If there was any
interference with the reins in order to try and turn him from one direction
to another he would not go at all. I circled around him on the broken‐in
horse and after a while he began to follow.
I was instructed to lead the way along the track for the Long Spur, which
was taking him back to where he had been running. After a while he would
bolt past me and trot along of his own accord, still shaking his head and
opening his mouth when there was any pull on the reins. He pursued these
tactics for about half the day, after which it was possible to guide him a
little. From then on he gradually improved.
D. McIntyre, a stockman for Donald Gow, was at this time attending
cattle and horses as well as breaking in a few about the Dargo High Plains.
He was a good horse‐breaker who later on gave my folk a lot of useful
information on breaking in horses and from then on we all managed to do
better in this work.
Right out on the Dargo High Plains, about five miles from where we were
now living and on the track (or grazing area) that my folk were holding,
was a 4‐roomed house with a kitchen and two bedrooms as well as two
paddocks and some cattle yards. This was a better locality to attend the
cattle during the summer months therefore, in the spring of 1889, we all
decided to make a shift.
The yards were repaired ready to milk cows; the paddock fences were
put in order and rebuilt in places; and the house was renovated and made
habitable. Pack horses were loaded up with provisions, bedding and many
other necessities. Cattle, pigs and turkeys were driven along the road, but
fowls were packed on horses.
There were now about 150 head of cattle all told and from them 30 cows
could be found to milk. There was also a good lot of butter made, along with
some cheese. It was also decided about this time to farm some land on the
river at Mayford and grow peas. The reason for this was that after a mob of
pigs had been given milk all the summer at the plains, they could then be
taken down to Mayford and topped up on peas. The peas were previously
grown and stacked until the time came when they would be rationed out to
the pigs. These same pigs, when fat, were killed and made into bacon. My
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dad also selected 560 acres of land on the plains which we later fenced into
two paddocks.
All surplus butter, cheese, bacon etc. could usually be sold to the diggers,
a few of which were still searching for gold in the various creeks and along
the Dargo River. Beef and groceries, along with a few vegetables, were also
among the supplies packed to the diggers – the payment for which was
usually made in gold.
Commodities were quite cheap at this time and any man could live
reasonably well for ten shillings a week. The usual price for beef was from
tuppence ha’penny to threepence a pound. This was a flat rate and the
different cuts had to be mixed. Of course it was common for most of the
diggers to think they were getting rough cuts!
Parsnips, carrots, swede turnips and potatoes were usually delivered to
a radius of 20 miles for 10 shillings per 100 lbs. The prices of some other
commodities were: sugar 4d; rice 4d; raisins and currants 8d; large tins of
Excelsior Baking Powder 1/‐; best grade tobacco 5/6; matches 6d; jam 1/‐;
7lb Golden Syrup 2/9; tea 2/‐; coffee 1/6; 7lb bag of oatmeal 2/‐; 100lb bag
of flour 14/‐ to 18/‐; butter 1/‐ and other things in proportion.
Chapter 12
Everything seemed to be going along alright, there was plenty for all of us
to do and the summer wore along. As winter approached there was a
general shift back to King’s Spur again. Albert and I were bundled off to a
private school at Cobungra, where the parents of a few scattered families
had built a room and engaged a teacher who had to provide for himself. The
teacher was batching in a hut on the Victoria Plain and arrangements were
made for us to stay with him – although we had to cook and do for
ourselves.
We arrived at the hut one evening about the first of June. The teacher
was away and the door locked so we decided to sleep out on the grass until
he returned. It was Friday and the weather was fine, although frosty, and
we spread our blankets down and turned in. The camp was certainly hard
but boys will sleep anywhere, especially when they are tired. There was a
very heavy frost during the night and when we awoke the next morning our
hair was white with frost. We did not feel any the worse for it and after a
second night in the open the teacher (Mr Rule) came along.
He was a small, pleasant man with a medium beard and prominent teeth.
He had two horses, one riding saddle and one rack saddle. He also had two
dogs, one called Cocky and the other Tiny. The dogs were well‐trained to
carry or find anything that Mr Rule had lost. When walking around the
paddock he would purposely leave his hat behind and, on reaching the hut,
he would send one of the dogs to get it. If he caught his horse out in the
paddock or the bush, even though it might be a mile from the hut, he would
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leave the hobbles and send one of the dogs back to retrieve them. They
would never fail to bring back what he had left, even if it was only a pocket
knife.
Mr Rule opened the door and showed us where to put our things and
sleep etc. The hut was swept nice and clean and everything seemed to be in
its place. Of course, he must have known we were coming and had the hut
as he wished to keep it. We soon made ourselves at home and also got into
his way of doing things.
We had brought a good supply of provisions, including flour, but we only
had enough bread for the first week. We had a little yeast and I was given
instructions on how to make more and how to set and bake a batch of
bread. I started in good time to make the yeast so that it would be properly
risen and I could turn out a good batch of bread on Saturday. I put the yeast
in bottles and sometimes, when I pulled a cork out, I would hear a slight
pop.
Saturday came and first thing in the morning I mixed up the batch and
stood it to rise. I looked at it many times and sometimes was satisfied that
it had risen a little, although at other times I was doubtful. This went on
well into the afternoon. It was getting about time that I should mix it up
again, so I set to work. After this second mixing it was placed in the camp
oven where, in accordance with instructions, it was left for another hour to
rise before being baked.
I followed all the instructions, put the hot lid on and hung the oven over
a slow fire with a few hot coals and ashes on top of the lid. I left it to bake
for an hour and a quarter, at the end of which time I lifted the oven from
the fire, took off the lid, and behold…I was sure the loaf had sunk down
about half an inch! I turned it out of the oven and it looked just like a
grinding stone – and I believe it was as hard. It was a very poor start to my
bread‐making but we decided not to throw it away and it lasted us for a
week.
Some of the other children at the school would give us a small portion of
their lunch in order to get some of our bread, but I really think they wanted
it to take home and show their mothers. The next batch was better and by
the time our term of six months was up our bread was quite passable. We
enjoyed going to school at Cobungra. Mr Rule was a very nice man and we
felt quite happy batching and cooking our own food.
Shortly after our return home from Cobungra the school was closed and
an arrangement was entered into with Mr Rule for him to come to King’s
Spur and teach during the next winter and spring. This he did and only left
as we were about to shift to our summer residence on the high plains.
The plateau of the Dargo High Plains raises its crest to an altitude of a little
over 5,000 feet. About ten miles south of Mt St Bernard it slopes gradually
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off in a southerly direction to about 4,000 feet. In width, i.e. from east to
west, at the widest point it would be about seven miles.
Several creeks find their source on and around the plateau, the principal
being the 25 Mile, named by the prospectors and diggers as they spread out
from Grant in the early days. The distance to where they would first strike
this creek would be about 25 miles. As they wandered in a westerly
direction, taking the most accessible route of course, five miles further on
they came to another creek which, not surprisingly, they called the 30 mile.
This last creek is on the western boundary of the plateau and, in common
with the 25 mile, runs south and junctions some miles further down, thus
forming the Crooked River, the whole thing being a tributary of the
Wonnangatta and Mitchell Rivers.
The next creek of any importance is the Little Dargo, heading on what is
known as the Omeo Plain on the eastern side. It was from this plain that the
track turned off. The little Dargo is a very rough creek, running off in a
south‐easterly direction to junction with the Dargo River about 12 miles
downstream; just west of the foot of Mt Birrigun.
There is a waterfall about 11 miles down from the source of the creek
and, even when in flood, it is quite possible to walk around behind where
the water is dropping without getting wet. The height of this fall would be
between 30 and 40 feet, and the rock from whence the water starts its
descent is overhanging. This is a very pretty spot where everything is
covered with ice during winter.
Still another creek on the eastern side runs off Lankey’s Plain. This one is
known as Lightbound Creek, named after a miner who had been away for a
number of years. I remember he came back to the locality to prospect
where he had an idea there was a patch of gold left. This creek is only about
21 miles long and has several waterfalls but is so rough that it is not
possible to follow its bed, even on foot.
The timber over the plateau is mostly snowgum with patches of
woollybutt here and there around the sides. The woollybutt usually grows
at an altitude of from 3,000 to 4,500 feet. It is a tall, straight timber and
when sawn is ideal for building. There are also some good splitting trees to
be found, from which some of the best palings in Australia can be produced.
Unfortunately this timber is very susceptible to bushfires. A strong fire with
a wind during mid‐summer is liable to kill out a great amount of timber. Of
course it will come up again from seed but if a second heavy fire takes it
before the young trees seed again at the age of eight or ten years then it will
be settled for all time.
Judging from all the evidence that can be collected from bush knowledge
there was a most terrific fire that swept through the mountains about the
year 1855 (Black Thursday). Two‐thirds of the Woollybutt were killed at
that time although, of course, a new group of trees sprang up. These trees
were the same age throughout, as could be defined by counting the rings in
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the log where it was cut off. Furthermore, they all date back to about the
year here‐above mentioned. From that date onward, until the year 1918,
there were no bad fires and destruction of timber for the simple reason
that the mountains were inhabited by a great number of prospectors and
diggers.
These men continually lit small fires to keep the ground cover clear for
prospecting etc., and if there were plenty of small fires there will never be
large ones. The small, or successive, fires started wherever they will burn,
creep over the ground among the timber and do no harm. On the other
hand it does hundreds of thousands of pounds worth of good as it is the
only means of checking the destructive fire that would take all before it. It
is better to have the odd tree slightly damaged at the butt than to have no
tree at all. It is enough to make a man wipe the tears from his cheeks to see
the destruction from one fire in 1918, another in 1926 and then one in
1939 which cleaned up almost all that was left.
The so‐called plains are not extensive. The largest plain would be two
miles by about one and a half miles, with patches of timbered land here and
there. Lankey’s Plain, at the northern end, is the first plain that is met by
people travelling from Mt St Bernard. At the higher end it is slightly over
5,000 feet above sea level and dips off rather suddenly southwards. The
surface is rough but it will be unnecessary for me to mention this to anyone
who has been that way.
The formation of the plateau of the Dargo High Plains as has been
mentioned previously is basalt laying over sedimentary rock. The depth of
the basaltic rock varies but about three miles south from the top end of
Lankey’s Plain, during the late 1890’s, a row of four or five bores were put
down by a government diamond drill bore and these proved the depth to
be on average about 700 feet. In these 700 feet five distinct lava flows were
gone through with a lapse of thousands of years between each. Underneath
the basalt, and lying over the sedimentary rock, are indications of an extinct
river bed, or beds, or possibly what may have been a lake. However, I am
not going to bother about what it was as that was all too many millions of
years ago but I do know that in many places, where tunnels have been
driven underneath, huge pieces of timber have been unearthed. When
brought to the surface these pieces of timber are as black as coal but still
plainly showing knots and the grain of the wood. It is quite soft when first
brought into the open but after being exposed for a few days it commences
to crack and fall to pieces.
At other times, pieces of timber have been unearthed from beneath the
basalt that, through the action of minerals, became petrified into solid rock.
One particular feature of the wash formation is that, in almost every place it
has been tested, the bedrock would be dipping in toward the centre. Many
other tests go to show that if it were a river bed it must have been a wide
stream whereas, against this, some miners have tunnelled along following a
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small gutter – apparently an extinct volcano bed. In such creek beds the
stones, which were more or less quartz, were square and less waterworn.
Also, any gold found in these places was coarse and rough compared with
that obtained from the larger beds.
Chapter 13
In the early 1890’s a depression followed the land boom when people had
taken up land at random all over the state. Land seemed to be valuable but
when a man took up a block, besides building a house, he had to fence it,
ring the trees, clear some of it for cultivation and, while this was going on,
keep the billy boiling. In order to do this he had to have money but very few
did so they rushed to the banks for a loan.
The banks lent money in all directions and took a mortgage on the land
as security. When a lot of these people got to handle a little money, and had
a block of land in their name, they thought they were rich and would never
be poor again. Instead of making the best of their loan and improving their
land they could be seen riding about on flash horses, with long‐necked
nickle spurs on. They would also wear corduroy trousers and concertina
leggings while carrying nicely plaited, finely‐made stockwhips with flash
handles.
Each one of them would try to outdo the next fellow and to see one
coming, with a nice flower in his coat buttonhole, you would think you
were meeting the Prince of Wales. But it did not last. The land was not
earning the interest on the money borrowed therefore it was not a business
proposition.
People became careless and banks could not collect their interest. A
general rot set in and land values began to decline. At first things generally
seemed to be getting bad, but then they went from bad to worse. Most
people had not improved their land as they should have done, therefore the
security had gone. Other people had frittered away their money until there
was none left.
The banks had the land as security but could not realise on it. To make
matters worse one after the other the banks could not meet their
commitments and went broke. This seemed to paralyse everything.
Business people could not get credit and therefore could not give credit.
The majority of people did not have the ready cash to buy the necessities
of life and were therefore on the point of starvation. The banks
reconstructed but it took years to get back to normal again. As the banks
reconstructed, those few people who had been a bit thrifty and had small
bank accounts could not draw on them so they were offered Scrip. This
Scrip was just a certificate of shares that would not be negotiable for a
number of years; hence the outcome of the whole thing was a general
depression all over Australia.
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Men were carrying their swags in all directions and prepared to take on
anything they could make a few shillings at. The farmer had a job getting
anything for what he grew and a one pound note was quite a lot of money.
A man could buy a decent pair of boots for 3/6 and a pair of moleskin
trousers sold for about the same price. A suit of clothes cost 25/‐ and other
things in proportion.
Digging for gold seemed to be the one sure cash business for those who
were lucky enough to get on to it, and almost everyone who tried would get
a small amount.
Men from the cities and elsewhere went back to the old deserted
diggings, and a lot of them had never used a pick and shovel, nor had they
ever had their hands blistered before. Many of them put in a vegetable
garden along the banks of the rivers, which proved to be an asset. Quite a
few of these newly‐created miners came to the Dargo High Plains. They
were always pleased to get any information as to the best and simplest
method of making a camp, or a bunk or table to sleep on. They were also
pleased to know where would be the most likely place for them to set in to
get a little gold and the best methods of working a claim; the correct pitch
to give a sluice box in order that it might catch the gold and let other
material such as stones, sand, loam etc. wash away.
A party of four young men came along one day carrying their swags and
a few tools. One of them was a watchmaker, another a bank clerk and the
other two were also office men. They camped for the night then, in the
morning, handed in a list of provisions that they wished to get and take
with them. Along with other items on the list they requested ten lbs of
sugar and ten lbs of tea. Possibly not one of them had ever made a billy of
tea in his life, however in making up the order we gave them 10lbs of sugar
and 1 lb of tea.
We then loaned them a packhorse, straps and curcingle to pack this load
to where they proposed to work. The usual method of loading a horse is to
make the load into two equal parts, buckling two straps around each half of
the load. Each strap had a rope loop, or grommet, by which to hang it to the
pack saddle. The curcingle is then thrown over the load and tightened up
around the horse to prevent the load being shaken off.
These chaps made their load into four equal parcels and then hung one
parcel on each corner of the pack saddle. They could not see what use to
make of the curcingle so they carried it in their hands and led the horse for
our inspection to see if all was right. Needless to say, their method of
loading the horse caused a little mirth. Before they started off again we
took the load off the horse, put it on correctly and secured it. It was about
four miles to where they decided to make camp at the 25 Mile Creek.
That same evening as I was bringing in the cows ready for milking in the
morning I saw the same packhorse, with his load intact, quietly walking
towards the gate of the paddock in order that he might be let in as usual
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after he had finished his day’s work. I took him to the house and we
relieved him of his load before letting him go to the paddock.
The following morning these same four chaps came back to tell us that
they had lost the pack horse with all their gear and had been out all night
looking for him. They were very hungry and tired but after a meal made
another start with their pack horse. It turned out that on reaching the creek
where they intended to camp they had left the horse standing while they
walked about looking for the best camping site. The horse, not being tied
up, turned around and quietly walked home again.
Another young man of whom I might make mention came to the Dargo
High Plains to try his luck digging for gold in the 25 Mile Creek. He had very
little money (only a matter of shillings) but bought a few things which
consisted of the bare necessities – flour, beef, tea, sugar, butter, potatoes,
salt and matches; then he went down to the creek and made camp. We did
notice that his hands had the appearance of a man who was used to hard
work.
After about 12 days he came back and said that he was going away as he
hadn’t done any good and had only got two pennyweights of gold (8/‐
worth). He seemed very willing to work so my folks offered him a few
chord of wood to cut. He took this job on and when he had finished, instead
of taking cash for his work he preferred to take some more provisions.
With these loaded on his back he made his way to the creek again in quest
of more gold.
This time he had better luck and by the time his provisions were cut out
he had bagged 12 ounces of gold (48 pounds worth). He had found a rich
pocket, or crevice, in the rock…a reward that is very uncommon. He did not
stay on after getting this rich patch (as most other diggers would have
done) but went away while he had the money in his pocket.
Another trip was about to be made to Harrietville with the packhorses for
general merchandise. I was to go along with Dad on this occasion and, as
usual, in preparation to leave there was always a lot to do getting
everything ready but, after a busy morning mustering horses, putting on
saddles and collecting straps and bags etc. we were moving at last, driving
nine pack horses. The usual load for each horse was 200 lbs so, with nine
horses, we could bring back about 1800 lbs of loading.
It was near evening when we arrived at Harrietville and we had a lot to
do. Firstly there were the horses to unsaddle and let go, after which we had
to make up and strap the loads ready for the morning. When this was done
Dad said we would ride down through the town to where he wished to see
someone on business. We started off but the young mare I was riding had
never been in a town before and was afraid of everything she saw moving –
and even some things that were not moving. She was noted for being lively
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and at times I had a job to hold her, also she had a reputation known among
horsemen as a bit of toe.
We reached our destination, finished the business and mounted our
horses to ride back through the town. We had just got back to the road
when we saw the lights of the mail‐coach and heard the rattle of it on the
metal road just behind us. The mare I was riding started to prance in the air
– she seemed as though she was scarcely touching the ground at all. I tried
to hold her but to no avail and the coach was making a terrific noise behind
us. I was hanging onto the reins but she got into a gallop in front of me.
I found myself standing in the stirrups trying to steady her but for all the
good I could do it was as well to let her go. Lord, the wind was cutting into
my face as she raced right up through the town. I really believe that
anything slower than a rifle bullet would not be able to keep level with her.
At the end of about two and a half miles she swung into the yard where we
previously had the other horses and I very nearly lost my seat as she
turned. It was too dark for me to see where we were going. Dad came along
a few minutes later, the pace being too hot for him although he was riding a
good horse.
Chapter 14
During the summer months of the early 1890’s, after helping to milk about
30 cows in the morning I used to put in a fair bit of my time riding amongst
the cattle to keep them together. They had a big area to run over and
seemed to have a habit of scattering about and getting in all the places we
wanted to keep them out of. There was very little of the country fenced and
no enclosures in which to hold the breeding stock. About this period we
were branding about 70 calves per annum. A few years later the number
increased to 100 and then 130 and 150 and, for 1899, the number was 200
head of calves.
Apart from attending to cattle there was always some packing to do as
we still supplied provisions to the gold diggers. About these times gold
seemed to be the only way of getting a little cash. On one occasion there
were some miners working a reef out along the Great Dividing Range, west
from Mt St Bernard, and we took the contract to pack their heap of quartz
in over the top of the mountains known as The Twins. George and I were
put to do this work. George was able to lift a load on to a horse at that time
but it was too heavy for me. The miners helped to load the horses of course
and we stuck to it until the job was finished. I do remember when we had
two young horses without shoes in the team, and this was my first
knowledge of how quickly a horse will fall off in condition when they are
tender‐footed.
Periodically we did quartz packing in different places around the district
and, at times, our pack horses were taken to Harrietville to pack quartz for
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different owners. We packed a lot of it about the Crescent Mine and in the
vicinity of the Big Gun Mine, also at various places about the head of the
Dargo River. Occasionally we would lose a horse when one would try to
pass another on a steep side where there was only a mountain track. The
horse that lost its footing would invariably go hurtling end over end for
perhaps 300‐600 feet to the bottom of the hill and get killed.
We would always endeavour to keep some quiet old horse at the tail‐end
of the team when in dangerous places so that if one of the leading horses
stopped to eat grass and prevented the team from moving on, we could
crack the whip or throw some missile at the offending horse without
alarming the horse next to the driver. Although a man may carry a
stockwhip when driving pack horses it is always a good idea never to hit
one of the horses with it.
In the summertime of 1891 and 1892 William Cooley came to ask my
dad to back him to go prospecting for reefs. This was agreed to and Cooley
went and camped at Connor’s Creek near Freezeout. It was not long before
he reputed that he had found a payable shoot of stone in an old deserted
mine and he wanted someone to help him take out a crushing. My dad and
two eldest brothers were busy at the time doing some fencing. Cooley could
not manage by himself but if he had someone on the windless to wind up
the bucket, empty it, and let it back down the shaft again he would be able
to carry on. It was decided that I should go and help him.
This was my first job at mining and I had to batch, although that did not
bother me. Cooley did all of the bread baking and most of the cooking while
I cut the firewood and brought the water, etc. I got on alright and learned to
sharpen picks and temper them. I also learned to strike a drill. We put in a
few months and got out about twelve tons of stone and, although I was no
judge of reef at the time, Cooley reckoned it was a good show. He would
often give me a piece of stone which showed a good tail of gold to dolly up
and wash.
It was getting late in the autumn but besides this Cooley was anxious to
go away to Cassilis to do more prospecting, so we packed the stone to the
Mammoth Battery to be crushed. Cooley reckoned there was sure to be 70
pounds or more worth of gold in the stone but if Dad would give him 10
pounds in cash and settle his account for provisions (20 pounds), along
with the expenses for packing and crushing then he would be quite
satisfied and if there was any surplus after the crushing Dad could have the
benefit of it.
Cooley was given the 10 pounds in cash and went on his way. Later on
the engine driver came along and the quartz was crushed. After cleaning up
the battery and retorting the gold it was found there was 12 pounds (where
was the 70 pounds?) worth of gold altogether. It went 5 pennyweights to
the ton and the results were barely enough to pay for the packing and the
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crushing. However, the following summer Cooley returned and Dad again
backed him.
This time he started prospecting near the head of the Dargo River not far
from the old Happy Home Mine. After a few weeks he reported that he had
found a shoot of payable stone in another deserted mine (The Morning
Star). This time my dad decided to try it himself and he was quite satisfied
that it was worth working. They set to work together and took out a
crushing that took several months to get out. We then packed the stone to
the Happy Home battery where it was crushed. On balancing up after they
had sold the gold, including the packing and crushing, Dad’s share came to
160 pounds. After this Cooley declared that, as they did not agree too well
whilst working together, one would have to buy the other’s interest. So Dad
said: “Alright, Cooley, I will sell you mine for 20 pounds”. Cooley took the
share and was then sole proprietor but his next crushing was not so good.
The following spring there were a few young horses to break in, including
one that belonged to me and another belonging to George, which was a
very lively young mare and, as the saying goes, would jump through the eye
of a needle. Mine was much more docile and I was quite willing to ride it
but if it happened to buck then there was not the slightest doubt that I
would have been forced to leave the saddle very quickly.
The horses were put in the front yard for quite a while before taking
them out. It was rather fortunate for me that mine was quiet because I
certainly had a lot of bother in making it go where I wanted it to. I could
turn its head this way of that but the trouble was in getting it to turn its
body in the direction I pulled its head. On the other hand, the horse George
was riding would take off bounding in the air and go sideways as he tried to
pull her one way or the other. We rode them about for a considerable time
on a nice piece of level ground and, when we thought they were more
tractable, we drove a mob of cattle with them for the rest of the day.
The following morning we attacked them again and, after a few
preliminaries, we rode them out about two miles and tied them up while
we put in a few hours fixing up a fence. On finishing the job we prepared to
start back for home again and approached the horses still tied up as we had
left them. George’s mare rushed one way to the length of the halter and
then rushed the other way, after which it pulled straight back and almost
lay down as it heaved on the rope then, the next second, after a groan, it
would bound forward and stand, giving its head a nod or two with nostrils
expanding. Eventually, George got his hands on her then untied mine and
got on its back.
George got a good grip of the near rein, put his toe in the stirrup and,
after two or three little hops, he sprang for the saddle but the mare seemed
to spring about half a second before he did and he landed just behind the
saddle as the mare went at full gallop. He sat astride her rump with the
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reins in one hand and was turning her in a bit of a half circle. Because she
was going her hardest his position was precarious but, at the same time, I
could not help bursting out laughing. However, the mare dashed through
some scrub and bushes and George fell off, after which he reminded me
that it was no laughing matter.
The reins were hanging loose and we managed to catch the mare again.
After some preliminaries he made the second attempt to gain the saddle
with exactly the same results as the first time. Even though I knew he was
in danger of being hurt I nearly fell off my horse with laughter. This time,
after about 80 yards, he lost his balance, fell off and landed on his shoulder
but fortunately was not hurt. On catching the mare again he put a blindfold
over her near eye and this time struck the saddle quite alright. She was
very keen on having another gallop and pranced about a lot on the way
home.
We continued to ride these two horses wherever there was work for
them to do until they were properly broken in. On one occasion we were
driving some cattle up King’s Spur. The hill was fairly steep and the cattle
had a habit of walking off the track and around the side of the hill. My horse
seemed a little tired, or dopey, so I tied her to a small tree for a spell and
ran off on foot to block the cattle. When I got back I found a piece of the
halter rein cut deeply into the back of the gum sapling where I had tied her,
and the horse was laying with her back down‐hill against some rocks about
half a chain down the hill. We pulled her around and got her to her feet but
my saddle was very badly scratched and chafed on the rocks.
I had now broken in a horse and thought that I must know something
about riding. We had a half‐draught horse that was good in harness but
would buck every time anybody rode him with spurs. My two elder
brothers used to ride him also. One day I caught him and saddled him up to
go down the paddock for the cows. I purposely put on a pair of spurs in
order to get the best out of him then led him through the gate, into the
paddock and climbed up on his back.
I let him walk for a chain or two then touched him up with spurs. His
head went down and he got into real business quick and lively and, with a
few bucks, pitched me onto the root end of a fallen tree. I did not get hurt so
I caught him again and when he and I both got our wind I mounted him and
let him feel the spurs. This time I stuck on, although he bucked along for
nearly a hundred yards. Then, feeling better pleased with myself, I let him
walk along quietly.
The cows were on the far side of the paddock, so I did not bustle him
until I had turned the cows around and headed them towards the yard. I
came out on a nice clear little patch where there were no trees and, as I
thought it was time for another contest, I again found his ribs with the
spurs. He responded very suddenly, rather too suddenly for me as I found
myself on the ground in a matter of seconds. As soon as he got me off he
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would discontinue bucking. I mounted him again and rode along behind the
cows without using the spurs, although I did not quite like the position – he
was one ahead of me.
He had thrown me off twice out of three times and I calculated that if I
could make it evens it would appear a much better record to go down in
history. So, on getting the cows near to the yard, I decided to again apply
the spurs. This time I hung on for quite a lot of bucks. Eventually I lost my
stirrup and the old brute would not let me regain it so I was once again
forced to leave the saddle and come to the ground. Instead of improving my
record I had made it worse…the horse had three wins to my one.
Chapter 15
December 26th 1893 was a cold, windy and wet day. Towards evening the
wind died down and snow began falling. Although somewhat remarkable it
was not an uncommon occurrence to get a few inches of snow within a
week or two of Christmas Day but this looked like being a bigger fall and,
when we awoke the next morning, the snow was easily two feet deep. This
looked like a rather serious situation for the horses and cattle as there was
nothing at all they would get to eat. The cattle walked about in it, one
behind the other, not knowing what to do. A mob of pigs stayed the whole
day long in an old shed where they were in the habit of camping. I
remember walking about with a gun on the trail of a kangaroo but did not
have the luck to shoot one.
Although a little more snow fell, towards evening it turned warmer and
started raining. It rained heavily all night and the following morning the
snow had gone, but wasn’t there a lot of water about! It formed pools and
ran everywhere, and all the creeks were flooded. I doubt that anyone other
than Noah and his family had ever seen such water before.
The outcome was that all the rivers had huge floods in them and further
downstream many acres of valuable land were washed away. Dargo,
Lindenow, Orbost and many other places suffered badly. This was
undoubtedly an abnormal snowstorm, along with a particular heavy fall of
rain. I doubt the rain was as heavy as that in America where, on one
occasion, a barrel was lying on the ground with the open bunghole pointing
towards the sky. The two ends had been knocked out of the barrel and it
rained so heavily in through the bunghole that it did not have time to
escape out of the two open ends!
There was an Italian named Nicolas who used to pass our way periodically
on his way to and from Dargo. He lived near the head of the Buchland River
in the northeast. He had a grazing area in that locality and had been
breeding cattle there for quite a number of years. He would call at our
house and ask for some dinner, the price of which was one shilling, but in
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settling up he would put down 2/‐ and refuse to take any change.
During January 1894 Nicolas approached my folk stating that he wished
to sell out. He declared there were about 200 cattle all told including cows,
bullocks and young cattle for which he wanted 2 pounds per head all
around. This price at that time was rather high for an average but after
making an inspection, and seeing that the bullocks were all there, my dad
decided to do business with him. Dad paid a substantial deposit and was to
give the balance after he had mustered some of the bullocks and made a
sale.

Now, these cattle had never been driven and had been chased by
neighbouring cattlemen who wished to collect a few of their own – not
caring what they did with the other fellow’s cattle. There were bullocks
amongst them 14 years old with horns four feet across. They would mostly
all timidly walk into the yard once or twice a year where the old Italian
would give them a little salt, after which they would then all bolt off up
some of the rough creeks and not be seen for perhaps 6 to 12 months. As
they came in for the salt the old fellow used to brand the calves, and that
was all he did with them.
We started mustering them but the country was rough and hilly and
some of the creeks where the cattle ran were almost too scrubby for a dog
to bark in. It required nearly as many stockmen as there were cattle to
drive a mob through the country they knew so well. At every little branch
creek or gully some of them would make off unless there was a man there
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before him. After being blocked a few times some of the old calves would
bale up in the creek under cover of tea tree and other scrub and defy you to
drive them any further. Sometimes some had to be destroyed in the bush as
it was impossible to do anything with them. One old varmint took to one of
my brothers in close quarters one day and very badly ripped his horse
about the flank and thigh.
We mustered what bullocks we could get and, along with a few cows, got
them away and sold them. Later on we got some more but it took a few
years before we got rid of the old wild stock and had a herd of younger,
quieter cattle in their place.
The property, including about 30 acres of freehold land, a house of seven
rooms and the goodwill of his grazing area were all included in the sale
with the cattle. As there was a school about two miles from the house my
parents decided to go and live there for a while, taking the younger
children so that they could attend school.
The family had now increased considerably. There were nine boys and
each of them had two sisters, thus making a total of eleven. The older
members of the family were to stay on at King’s Spur and the Dargo High
Plains and look after things in general.
I was becoming quite a shooting enthusiast and nothing suited me better
when I had a bit of spare time during the winter than to go off shooting
birds, wallabies, kangaroos, possums, dingoes or any other type of game I
could come across. On one occasion I spread down a line of oats on top of
the snow and when a flock of parrots came down on it I fired along the line
and got 13 birds with the one shot.
Many a long day I spent walking about in the snow shooting wallabies.
The skins were worth about one shilling each and I have shot as many as 13
in one day but would only average about 6 for a few years. I would put in
from one to two months at it but always preferred shooting or capturing
dingoes. Many’s the time I have followed a dingo’s tracks in the snow for
miles in order to find a litter of young ones. One morning after a fall of
snow we got up and found that two dingoes had almost eaten a goat, so I
took the rifle and followed their tracks.
After about four miles the tracks were heading downhill and the snow
was getting thin and there were a lot more dingo tracks. At last it became
impossible to follow them any further but, judging by the number of tracks,
I concluded that there was a litter of half‐grown pups near about. I
wandered further down the hill towards Pyke’s Creek and, about 300 yards
further down by the side of the creek, I counted nine dingoes and they were
nearly all black half‐breeds. As they were a good way off and moving about
I did not think it would be any good to fire at them so I decided to creep a
little nearer. The dingoes, which were mostly about three parts grown,
began moving off and disappeared in different directions until very soon I
couldn’t see any at all.
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I was still walking slowly down the hill when I heard two of them
fighting over the bones of a wallaby. I could see them about ninety yards off
so I levelled the rifle and put a bullet through one of them. He fell down and
yelled while the other one attacked him but a second bullet laid his attacker
beside him. On gazing around the side of the hill I noticed a third dingo
disappear into a wombat burrow. When I went to the burrow I found that
there were five entrances and, as this was most likely their original home, it
was possible that others may have got in before I noticed it.
I was about to stand the rifle against a tree in order to gather timber to
block up the entrance holes to the burrow when I noticed number four
coming up the hill towards me. He stopped, looked sideways and saw me: I
grabbed the rifle and he never looked sideways again. The following day I
came back and dug the burrow out and got four more young dogs. That
made seven out of the nine that I had counted and I concluded that the
other two were the older dogs.
On another occasion whilst out shooting wallabies I had shot a wombat
and was debating in my mind whether it was worthwhile skinning him or
not, as a wombat is very tough to skin and the skin is of no commercial
value. At that moment I heard a dingo howl in a gully about half a mile off.
That decided the business. I left the wombat and made off in the direction
from whence I had heard the sound. As I walked stealthily along through
scrub where lyrebirds had scratched up the earth I could see the tracks of
dogs both big and small. Suddenly I heard a snarl and looking in that
direction I saw three dingo pups (about half‐grown) chewing on some
bones. On their right I saw three more, lying in a bunch, sleeping.
Now, how was I to attack? If I shot one the others may take off. I waited
and watched for about ten minutes then the three that were sleeping
started to move a little, so I levelled the rifle and put a bullet through the
bunch. One was shot dead; a second was hit through the nose and was
tumbling over and over; while the third started up with his tail almost shot
off. I gave him another bullet and then ran over to them. The three who had
been eating a bone, which proved to be the tail of a wallaby brought there
by their parents, now stood and faced me. I could see they wished to pass
me to get to their den (a wombat hole) and, before I could level the rifle at
them, they slipped into a hollow log.
The log was rather rotten so I stood the rifle against a tree, blocked up
the end of the log and then started to pull it to pieces. I thought I heard a
small stick break and on looking up I saw two old dingoes rushing down
the hill towards me. The front one put her fore‐paws on a log and then
stopped for a second to make observations. She was only about 50 yards
away and by the time she stopped I was ready to pull the trigger. I shot her
right in the chest, rolling her over while the other fellow turned and fled.
There was too much timber and scrub for me to see much of him and
another bullet in his direction only seemed to make him go all the harder. I
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then pulled the log where the pups were to pieces and captured two of
them. The other fellows slipped out and away into a wombat burrow
without consulting me in any shape or form. I got five pups and an old
dingo out of a total of eight.
Another dingo hunt (another of many) resulted in the capture of four
good‐sized pups which we brought home alive with a view to taming them.
We made an enclosure about ten feet by ten feet for them and placed a box
with some straw for a bed in the centre. The box was put on its side with a
hessian bag hanging over its mouth so they could push their way in or out
past the bag. They always preferred to stay in the box when anyone was
near but when all was clear, or at night, they would come out and run about
the enclosure.
When any food was put in for them they would always wait until the
person giving it had gone away before coming out to eat it. At times, in
order to have a look at them, we would tip them out of the box, turn the
mouth of the box down and then hang the bag on one side of it. The pups
would run around the enclosure with their mouths open and, every now
and then, bang their heads into the side of the box where the bag was
hanging. I have tried at different times to tame young dingoes and, even
though they were captured quite young, they always seemed to have their
wild nature in them. After several weeks of patience the four captives were
not improving so we decided to destroy three of them and tie the other one
up with a chain.
He certainly did improve a little whilst tied up but I did not think it safe
to let him loose because I was sure he would go off into the bush. During
the time he was tied up and close to the house my dad returned from
Buckland where he was then living. He did not like the look of the young
dingo. He had always hated dingoes and this fellow was rather near the
house. Of course, during the night, the dingo would be running backwards
and forwards on the chain and making enough noise to keep most people
awake.
The morning following Dad’s arrival I got up and shifted the dingo
further away from the house. I mentioned the fact while we were having
breakfast. Dad gave me a look and enquired whether the fellow had come
to life again! It turned out that during the night the dingo was making a
noise so Dad got up and killed him…or at least he thought he had!
We kept this dingo for a few months but at last he got away, with a piece
of chain. We often saw the marks of the chain where he had been dragging
it around during the night. He would come to the gallows when it was dark
to pick up scraps of meat if we had killed a beast, but he would never show
up during the daytime. However, a bullock’s head was left at the gallows
one moonlit night and I waited nearby with a gun. I heard the chain rattle in
the distance and in a few minutes he came into view. That was the end of
him!
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Chapter 16
During 1894 or 1895 the mining seemed to take on a new lease of life
around the Dargo High Plains. A man named Ryan was doing a lot of
prospecting and got mining companies interested in a few places. He
opened one mine near the head of the Johnny Cake Creek. In the earlier
days there was some very coarse gold obtained in this creek, the largest
piece being 10 oz. but the source of the gold was not discovered until Ryan
found a lead going under the basalt. He also found some nice coarse gold
but the lead he found was narrow, as though it had been the bed of an
ancient creek. As he drove into the hill it was dipping and a low‐level tunnel
was put in about 900 feet but the lead seemed to be too small to pay a
company. This mine was known as the Number One.
Ryan also opened up another mine about three miles north of the
Number One known as the Number Three. It was on the fall to the 25 Mile
Creek and was also a tunnelling proposition. A fair amount of gold was
obtained from this mine but after being worked for a few years it seemed to
cut out. Various places were opened up by other miners and all seemed to
get a little gold but none of them made a fortune.
The Royal Dargo Mine on the fall to the Little Dargo Creek yielded more
gold than any of the others, there was also more work done there than
anywhere else. Water was brought on to it by a few miles of head races and
a big lump of the hill was sluiced away. It kept the water in the river white
for a few years and even down as far as Bairnsdale the people did not know
what it was to enjoy good, clear water while it was working. When, on
account of overburden, further sluicing could not be done at this mine, a
rock tunnel was put in and stopeing resorted to. It was found too costly to
continue with.
For a few years there was anything up to 100 miners about the Plains. Mr R.
Gow bought the Half Way Hotel formerly held by Noon. A butcher and a
baker started near to the hotel and Mr Thos. Mosley started another store
there in opposition to us. Connolly of Dargo also used to pack in groceries
and stores. So now and again thing were what some would call lively.
A lot of beer was consumed and some marvellous feats were often
done at the bar. If the same good work was being done at the mine the boss
would not have anything to complain about. There were also a few fights,
often on a little green patch in front of the hotel where the bull delighted in
feeding but was frequently driven off as the patch of green was wanted to
settle some serious argument.
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Gow’s Hotel
It was also not uncommon to come along some days and find one pair of
fellows at it for all they were worth, while another pair were sitting down
with their coats off and their sleeves rolled up waiting for the first pair to
finish.
On one occasion a German chap was walking around with a revolver in
his hand wanting to get a shot at some man who had offended him. The
hotelkeeper caught him by the back of the neck and gave him some boot as
he steered him along the track towards the camp. After going a short
distance the offender dropped to his knees and said: “Look, as true as
dere’s a living God above me if you let me go I will go home.” He went home
and gave no more trouble.
As a result of the depression previously mentioned there were still a few
men along the Dargo River digging for gold, and I used to make periodic
trips with packhorses to supply them with provisions. There wasn’t a track
as such, only what the diggers had made to get along themselves. In some
places it would follow the edge of the river, whilst in other places they
would scratch a narrow track around the side but it was only about a foot
in width and scarcely safe to take packhorses along. The trail would also be
continually crossing back and forth in order to avoid steep sides.
Usually I would have about six horses to drive and sometimes as many as
ten. Very often the river would be high and some of the loads would get
wet. At other times a horse may slip on a rock in the water and fall down. Of
course that load would be well‐soaked and a lot of the groceries spoiled. It
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would usually take me three days to do the trip and when it was getting
late I would have to camp in the first man’s hut I came to. The horses had to
be unloaded and let go to find what grass they could. The track was usually
blocked in some rough places to keep them from getting home again.
Beef was taken out of the bags and hung up in the fresh air and then
bagged up again in the morning. My camp was most often on the floor of
the hut in whoever’s place I happened to be. Sometimes I would get a little
sleep but very often, because along the river there were nearly always a
great number of little parasites that would get in your blankets and annoy
you, sleep was almost impossible. If you happened to yawn there was a risk
of them hopping into your mouth.

Jos Whitten outside his hut
One day an old chap offered me a piece of his bread and, on breaking it, I
found that some of the vermin had hopped into the dough before he had
baked it. On one occasion I found it necessary to camp with two men who
had a dog. They allowed the dog to come into the hut just as he wished and
they said he would take the fleas out. Possibly he did take the fleas out but I
am sure he brought more in than he took out. Their hut, in common with
others, only had a dirt floor and this was just like dust with all their
tramping about.
I had to spread my blankets on the floor as there was no other place. I lay
down but sleep was out of the question. I could not stay still for one second.
After suffering it for an hour or two I got up and built a good fire, before
which I held the blankets, one at a time, until the vermin had hopped off.
Then I placed a row of cases before the fire, spread my blankets on them
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and tried to sleep but they were as bad as ever. The moon rose at three in
the morning and I had to suffer them until the time I got up, mustered my
horses and went on. I was careful afterwards not to put in another night at
that same hut, or with those two Germans.
On passing a deserted hut on another occasion I noticed about 50 pie
melons nearby. They were a beautiful lot of melons and, as it was autumn, I
decided to put them inside for the benefit of anyone who might like to take
them away. I picked up two or three and carried them in and laid them on a
bunk. While walking back to the door I happened to look down at my boots
only to discover that they and the bottom of my trousers were black with
vermin. No‐one would ever dream that it was possible for them to be so
numerous. I brushed them off and then carried the melons to the door,
rolled them in, shut the door and rode off. When I returned on the next trip
three weeks later I found the hut burnt down. Possibly somebody thought
they would have a good kill but all the same it was a pity to have destroyed
the melons.
Throughout my trips along this river I was often bothered by high water
and one night the river had risen whilst I was camped. It was not crossable
and, in order to get a load of provisions to some men a little further
downriver, I was leading a horse with a load on its back around a very
steep side about a chain up from the river. The path was very narrow and
not fit to take a horse on but I took the risk and was about half‐way across a
smooth rock, around which there was a deep hole in the river below, when
one of the horse’s hooves slipped off the narrow path and he was gone
immediately. He slid down the rock without turning over and submerged in
the water below. The horse rose to the surface and swam downstream,
coming out on the same side with the load of provisions soaked through
and a lot of it was spoiled.
On another occasion I had camped with a man named George Bean at a
point about one mile below Shepherd’s Creek (Bean lived at this spot for 10
or 12 years). On getting up in the morning the river was high and the water
rapid. The bed of the river, at this point in particular, was very rough and
rocky and only fit for a goat to climb about. It was necessary to cross the
river 6 times to get to my destination and I was not sure it was possible so,
before letting the pack horses in, I decided to ride in myself to see how it
was. Bean came along with me to the river and said: “Well, in you go.”
I rode in but the water was almost over the horse’s back and so strong
that it swept the horse downstream and onto the same side beneath some
tea trees. The horse and me had a hard battle getting back upstream to
where we could get out. It was not possible for me to accomplish my task of
delivering the goods in any other way so I had to climb the spur at the rear
of Bean’s hut for three miles, then down another spur for four miles. The
spur I was forced to go up was so steep and rocky it was risky to take
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loaded horses on it. It took me a whole day to reach my destination with
the load where two hours would have sufficed had the river been alright.
There was another small mishap (just one of many that I will mention). It
was getting dark and I had just unloaded the pack horses near the hut of a
man named Dan Cuddy because it was too late for me to go further that
night. This was about two miles up‐river from the mouth of Slatey Creek
and by the time I had some tea it was quite dark.
The horses were feeding on a small flat area that surrounded the hut but
I decided to take them a little further down‐stream where I considered the
grass was better. I was walking around mustering the horses in the dark
when suddenly I fell down a mine shaft that was about nine feet deep. I
made an unsuccessful attempt to get out so I called out to D. Cuddy and he
came and helped me. I had cut my face in the fall and it was covered with
blood but that was nothing compared to my knee, which seemed to be
almost twisted out of joint.
The next morning it was swollen to almost bursting and was so sore that
I could not bend it. With the assistance of another man Cuddy mustered the
horses, saddled them up and, with great difficulty, helped me onto my
saddle horse then I set out for home with the pack horses in front of me. I
had 25 miles to travel along a narrow track and when I came near a tree
growing alongside I had great difficulty in getting my leg past it as it was
too stiff and sore to bend. Eventually, after a long and tortuous day, I
arrived home and was glad to get off the horse to give my leg a rest. In
about three weeks it was right again.
Among those who used to get goods from our store was a man by the name
of Harry Lorimer. He was an elderly man who had an old horse and a small
dog, and had been digging at the 12 Mile Creek on the Grant road for quite a
long time. He wasn’t doing much good there so decided to go down to the
Dargo River but after a month or two left the river again.
I was doing the river trip about every three weeks and on one of my
visits some men asked me if I had seen Lorimer (apparently he had left a
couple of days after my previous trip). I had not seen him and going on to
Harrietville the following week I made enquiries but no‐one knew of his
whereabouts. Some people said that he would most likely have left the
district but I feel quite certain that he died in the bush, although it was
strange that the horse did not turn up. The little dog could have been killed
by dingoes. Lorimer’s eyesight was not good and the route he had taken to
come up the river was rather difficult to find. As he was never seen again to
my knowledge I’m sure that he, his horse and dog all perished in the bush.
About the year 1896 the skeleton of a man was found in the Little Dargo
Creek but this was of a man named Carty who used to travel across the
Plains on his way to Grant. I never knew what his business was and I doubt
if many people knew much about him. When he disappeared I don’t think
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anybody missed him until some miners found his skeleton. When it was
reported the police at Dargo came and took his bones away.

Believed to be Mick Murphy outside his hut
During 1894 we had taken our first mob of 25 bullocks to Maffra and sold
them. With the exception of one other lot our cattle topped the market at 3
pounds 10 shillings. This was considered a good price as often enough,
prior to this date, bullocks would only make about 2 pounds or 2 pounds
10 shillings. About a year later a few more were taken down, including
some of the Buckland bullocks, and they made nearly 4 pounds. Mr Ted
Shields, who was in the habit of bringing mobs of Queensland bullocks over
the Dargo High Plains, bought another lot from my dad for 4 pounds per
head. In the autumn of 1899 my dad sold 100 bullocks to a Mr Kerr for 5
pound per head – they were four years old and a good lot. Kerr took them
to Maffra and resold them, clearing 100 pounds on the deal.
Dad decided to muster a hundred three‐year‐olds, which he did, and put
them into my charge to take to Maffra to sell but I had only gone as far as
Dargo when I met Mr Murdock Mackintosh who wanted to buy them. He
asked me what I would take and I put 5.5 pounds per head on them. Of
course he said the price was too high but that did not influence me as I
would have preferred the trip down to Maffra. He looked at them again and
again and held me up until 11 a.m. then, when he found it was impossible to
soften me on the price, he said he would take them and gave me a check for
half the amount and a promissory note payable in one month’s time for the
balance. I returned home and Dad asked me what I had done with the
bullocks so I told him I had sold them to Macintosh. He asked at what price
and I said 4 pound per head. He just said: “Good God!” but when I told him
the true price he was quite satisfied.
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During the summer of 1895 and 1896 the Mines Department decided to
cut a track starting about two miles south of our Dargo High Plains house
and going in a westerly direction towards Wonnangatta Station and Mt
Howitt. Tenders were called for and eventually the Department decided to
give the work to a crowd of unemployed men from Melbourne with a
supervisor over them to see that they did the work properly. They were to
be paid the same price as the lowest tender. The man in charge, Mr Ralston,
obtained a quote from my folk concerning prices of supplies, including beef
– the price for which was 3 1/2d per pound. Our prices were accepted and
I had the joy of packing all goods to them, as well as having to shift them
along from place to place as the track progressed. This job made a lot of
extra work as it was necessary to make one trip to Dargo about every week
with a pack team for supplies.
These roadmen made their first camp at the 25 Mile Creek, the second
was at the 30 Mile Creek, and I shifted them each time. Some would want
me to take their tent poles, which they had tied together, but I refused.
Others would have a 7 feet by 3 feet sheet of woollybutt bark that they used
for a bunk but I told them they would have to carry it themselves. Every
tent would have a camp oven, a kerosene stove, pots and pans and, of
course, there was always a pair of bellows, an anvil and a grindstone as
well as a lot of double‐ended picks and long‐handle shovels.
The third camp was on Basalt, about 14 miles distant. Basalt is on top of
the range between the 30 Mile Creek and the Wonnangatta (or Pioneer)
River. It is a round basalt knob, quite flat on the top, with nice sheltered
ledges and some springs of water on the eastern side where the camp was
made.
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The fourth camp was at the Pioneer River. This was a bad camp for me as
it was a poor place for grass for the horses and also a bad place to keep
them from straying home. Sometimes I would be up half the night at this
camp attending the horses. While they were at this camp the men all
decided to leave and go to Melbourne for a week or so and they wanted 16
horses to ride plus 16 saddles and bridles. I could manage to find them
enough horses but they would have to ride on pack saddles with a few bags
to sit on. Of course there were some riding saddles.
Anyway, I got them to Harrietville then had to return in a little over a
week to bring them back. They had to pay for their horses each way and I
reckon they would have been better off if they had stayed and got on with
their work, however, they came back. The next camp was on top of the
range between the Pioneer and Humphrey Rivers. This camp was called
Tea Tree as there was a bunch of tea tree where the men got their water.
The sixth camp was on the Humphrey River. These last two camps were
getting too far for me to comfortably reach in one day and I was very
pleased when the job was finished. From the Humphrey camp they cleared
the track down river to where it junctions with the Wonnangatta. Later on
the track was continued over Mt Howitt to connect up with another track
from Mansfield by way of the Howqua River. The Mines Department cut
many tracks such as this in different parts of the mountains but, after
making the tracks, they allowed their responsibility to lapse and there was
never any provision made for the maintenance of them. This track, in
common with many others, never had one shilling spent on it after it was
made.
Chapter 17
About 1896 I took over the butchering business on my own account but
was still packing out other goods for my parents. I first bought two big
bullocks at Myrtleford, or rather I got the Harrietville butcher to buy them
for me. The cost for the two was 27 pounds ten shillings and I had to raise
the price of beef to four pence a pound in order to make a do out of them.
These two bullocks weighed 900 lbs each.
My next purchase was 5 heifers and cows from Mr M. Macintosh of
Dargo. They seemed rather touchy and I thought it would be best if I got
someone to help me. A servant of his was going that way and would give
me a hand. The man and I started off with the cattle and got as far as the Zig
Zag when some pigeons flew up in front of the cattle – at which they took
fright and went off the road, two to the right and three to the left. As I was
on the right side I took off after those that had gone that way. I managed to
get them back to the road and as I did not see the man or the other cattle I
went around to the left, where I found the cattle in amongst a lot of scrub
and took them to the road, thus getting the five together but I did not see
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anything of the man. I called out for quite a while but got no reply and on
inspection of the road I saw where he had ridden on, although I have never
seen him since.
The cattle went along without much trouble until I got to Mt Ewan where
I had to camp for the night. There was a yard there to put the cattle in and I
had opened the gate and prepared it the previous day but, on approaching
the yard I found that a man had pitched his tent in the middle of it. There
was no chance of me getting the cattle near where there was a white tent, a
fire burning and a man walking around it. The cattle broke a few times and
it was only with great difficulty that I could get them to come back.
The man eventually pulled his tent down, put out the fire and cleared all
his gear away. Even then it took me fully an hour before I could get the
cattle through the gate. I asked the man why he had pitched his tent in the
yard and he said that he thought it looked more homely. However, we
pitched the tent again and both camped in it.
The next morning it was raining and I had no sooner started the cattle
than a mob of emus ran across in front of them and they broke to the scrub.
I was soaked to the skin before I managed to get them back on the road.
Eventually they were home and made into beef and later I bought many
more lots.
The following summer my brother, George, and I took over both the store
and the butchering, and we also used to do a good deal of packing quartz,
etc. We had to buy a few extra pack horses occasionally to keep up a good
team. I had bought two mares from Fred Box of Cobungra that were 8 or 9
years old and had never been broken in – I should have known that they
were good things to leave alone. However, I took them home, attacked
them and put in a lot of time handling and teaching them to lead. One of
them was inclined to sulk, and when tied up she would pull back on the
halter then throw herself down. She did this many times until she hurt her
thigh and I had to leave her go until she was alright again about 6 weeks
later.
In the meantime I progressed with the second one, which I had broken in
to ride. She used to buck rather badly at times and in doing so she would
avail herself of quite a few disagreeable actions quite unknown to any other
horse while bucking. One of her tricks was to twist in the air until you
would think she was sure to fall on her side, and then the next second she
would try some other action. However, she was getting a little better so I
put a set of shoes on her and, in company with two other lads, rode her to
the Buckland for some sports on New Year’s Day.
We arrived at a place a mile or so from the Mt St Bernard Hospice where
the hill is very steep, almost a bluff above and below the cutting. I was
riding on the outer edge of the cutting and, as it was about midday, we
decided to eat our lunch. I pulled mine out of my pocket and the noise of
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the paper as I unrolled it frightened the mare I was riding. Suddenly she put
her head down and started to buck, then went into the bank and swung
around until she went over the cutting and down the hill. She dropped
about 16 feet the first bound off the road and then rolled the rest. As she
was leaving the cutting I threw my right arm around a bush that happened
to be growing alongside. I think this must have pulled me from the saddle
because I could remember going end over end for a considerable distance
when I pulled up against a tree about 40 yards down the hill. The mare was
on her back against a log still further down.
I should have been killed but, although I was very much bumped and
scratched, I had cheated the devil for the time being. With great difficulty
we got the mare on her feet and back up onto the road. She looked such a
picture of distress that we decided to lead her for the rest of the day and
take spells about walking. The next morning the mare looked even worse.
Her head was cut and swollen, her fore, hind legs and hind quarters were
swollen and bruised and she was so stiff that she could hardly walk. The
poor girl lingered for 9 or 10 days and then died.
I did not intend riding the other mare and would have been satisfied if
she would carry packs. After a good deal of handling and preliminaries we
put a pack saddle and a bundle of empty bags on her back then started for
Harrietville with the pack team. About two miles from the house she
started to buck with the saddle and went into a wire fence. She put her
forefeet through the fence and then turned a somersault over the top of it
and was securely held as though she were in a vice. We extricated her by
cutting the wire and got her back with the team again.
About two miles further on she broke from the team and galloped off
into the bush. One of my brothers followed her but his horse fell over a log
and he lost her. We never saw her again but found some of the broken
saddle scattered along the track on the way to Cobungra and, two years
later, we were told by a neighbour on Cobungra that he had found the
skeleton of a horse tied up with a green‐hide halter. This was undoubtedly
the same horse because, when she got away, she had a green‐hide halter on
her head. That was the end of the two of them and I think it will be hard for
anybody to sell me old unbroken horses after that.
Apart from breeding cattle we used to breed a few horses. My dad had a
thoroughbred stallion, a Sheet Anchor horse. His sire was a Melbourne Cup
winner and some of his stock was inclined to be nasty. All the same, we
used to break them in to ride and, needless to say, we often had some lively
experiences. With a party of 5 or 6 riders I have seen as many as three
horses bucking at the one time, but it would appear that the more they
bucked the more excitement and fun there was for the riders. For a number
of years we were breaking in and riding these young horses under the false
impression that if they had any inclination to buck to all they were livened
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up and encouraged to do their worst; as we used to say: “If it was in them
we should get it all out”.
I have broken in some horses and each time I got on them I would stir
them up and make them buck, until they seemed to think that they had to
go through the performance as part of their day’s work. In most cases it is
sheer fright that will make a horse buck. Of course, on the other hand, I am
not going to say that a rider should get on a young horse and ride along
without lifting a hand, or moving his feet, as that would be a still greater
mistake. If you did this for a time and then suddenly lifted your hand the
horse would take fright, leap forwards or sideways and, as likely as not,
start to pitch. Oh no, it is better to carry a whip in your hand, mount your
horse in the yard, then commence swinging your whip gently and keep
swinging it for an hour or so. Also, keep your feet moving a little so the
horse will continue having his attention on you.
After you have ridden him out a couple of times, and if you desire to
make a useful horse of him, endeavour to drive a mob of cattle through the
bush but don’t take a dog, it is better to make the horse do all the dodging
and turning about. Also make him jump all the small logs and ditches you
encounter. A horse that is broken in by being ridden only on roads will
never make a useful stockhorse. He is apt to be a little hard to turn and
when you do pull his head around his body does not respond quickly
enough. After a few hours it is almost impossible to teach him otherwise.
A German chap came to see me about this time and said he had a horse
that he would like me to ride for him. In order to assure me that she was
not too bad he said that: “She rode Mick Culhane mit spurs” (Mick Culhane
was a renowned horseman). However, after getting his horse in the yard I
came to the conclusion that if she had ridden Mick Culhane, as the German
had said, then Mick Culhane had not ridden her – or if he did it was very
little and a long time ago. I tried to catch her in the yard, and had her head
been on her opposite end I would have had a better chance of putting the
halter on – provided I could dodge her feet when she tried to put the boots
into me.
I got over that difficulty by catching her with a lassoo. After a few pulls
on the rope I held my hand out towards her nose but she would snort and
jump about, and bit at my hand like a vicious dog. I had to put a blindfold
over her eyes in order to get the saddle on her back and, quick as a flash,
her head was down between her legs and she went at it for all she was
worth. She gave it to me just as lively when I got on her back with a bag in
my right hand and I rode her around and around the yard until there was
no more fun to be had out of her.
The gate was opened and I let her go, still swinging the bag. I rode her
past the house for about 100 yards when she again decided to put me to the
test. She was putting it in pretty rough when she fell and rolled onto my
foot, which seemed to be twisted the wrong way with her full weight upon
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it. My ankle was badly twisted and bruised and I was unable to walk so
someone brought me an old quiet pony mare to ride to the house. I
managed to get on its back but was holding my bad foot out in an awkward
position and, this so‐called quiet pony mare, seeing my foot held out, took
fright and pitched me onto a rock. Possibly I was a bit dizzy, for the next
thing I knew somebody was bathing my foot near the kitchen fire. For six
weeks my foot was too sore to walk on and, when it was alright again, I did
not go looking for the German’s horse for another ride.
Chapter 18
The following autumn it was reported that some of our young horses had
found their way across the Dargo River and were running in the vicinity of
J. B. Plain and Flour Bag. Everybody seemed too busy to go after them and
they were left there until the winter. After a heavy fall of snow my brother
Jack and I decided to go after them on skis. We were somewhat used to skis
and had often, during winter months, put in many days on them over and
around the Dargo High Plains, Bluerag and Freezeout as well as using them
many times for sport. However, on this occasion, we left King’s Spur in the
morning and struck off down to the river at Mayford.
There was no snow at the river, although it was about 20 inches deep
around the house at King’s Spur when we left. We crossed the river on a
fallen tree and made our way up Precipice Creek carrying the skis on our
shoulders. About a mile up the creek we started to climb what is known as
the Middle Spur and soon got into the snow again. As we rose higher and
higher the snow became deeper and, what with fallen trees and scrub all
bowed down with snow, the going was fairly hard.
When the snow became too deep to walk in we had to resort to the skis
again, and this was not a joke uphill with no end of logs to negotiate. The
timber now was mostly woollybutt with bad patches of hop scrub amongst
it. Eventually we reached the top where the timber was snowgum and,
although the snow was deeper, the going was much better and we swung
off a little to the right and came to the J. B. Plain.
There were faint depressions in the snow around the edge of the plain
which were undoubtedly the tracks of horses covered with snow and, by
scraping the snow away with our hands the marks would show up quite
plainly. There was no sign of any tracks out on the middle of the plain as
the wind had levelled everything with the morning snow.
We now struck out in a northerly direction towards Brandy Creek and,
after travelling a few miles in deeper snow with little or no sign of any
horse tracks, we turned right and went in in the direction of Flour Bag with
little trace of the horses we were searching for. From Flour Bag we now
turned back to the head of the Victoria Creek and here again found the faint
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traces of horse tracks in the snow, but they were several days old as a lot of
snow had fallen after the horses had passed by.
The day was well on the wane but we followed the tracks down the creek
for about three miles, found the horses and started them down the creek
where they could dig for grass. It was too late to go any further as the sun
was almost down and we had a long way to go before we reached home.
We therefore struck out in a westerly direction towards Precipice. It was
tough going with scrub and hills to climb and a job to make decent use of
the skis. Old Spot the dog had accompanied us on the trip and it was hard
going for him through the soft snow. All the same, the dog did not feel
nearly as weary as we were and often enough he would bound along in
front of us for a chain or two, then turn around and bounce back again.
Sometimes old Spot would be almost buried in the snow with just his
nose and the top of his head showing. We were not well‐acquainted with
the bush just here but we made for Riggall’s Precipice paddock. It was dark
when we climbed over the old dead timber fence into the lower side of the
paddock. We then struck out for the other side about a mile away and
found the sliprails on the western side.
We decided to stop for a while and eat the residue of the hearty lunch we
had started off with in the morning. We sat on the rails while Spot, instead
of having a rest, scratched a hole in the snow. Of course there was no place
for him to lie down without laying in the snow but a dog will often do that
and take no notice of it. All the same, Spot preferred to dig so we just let
him amuse himself.
It was nine p.m. when we made another start and what wouldn’t we have
given just then for a nice warm bed to turn into instead of having to put in 4
or 5 more hours trudging through snow and scrambling down the steep,
rough, rocky hill for four miles or more to the river and then across a log
over the water and up the other side.
We whistled to Spot and he came bounding along as usual. The skis were
heavy and it was such a drag on one’s legs and hips to plough along through
soft new snow. Going down the hill I don’t know how many times we fell
but we kept moving, although there was no track to follow on the route we
were taking and it was not easy for us to keep on the right spur.
After going down the steep hill for about half a mile we put the skis on
our shoulders and carried them, still blundering on until we were within
half a mile of the river, where the snow ended. There was no moon and the
timber was dense but we could hear the river roaring and scrambled on
until we reached its banks a few hundred yards below the fallen tree. We
struggled back to the tree and crawled across. We left the skis by the river,
to be picked up at some later date, and started up the hill on the opposite
side to cover the last two miles for home.
I really don’t know how many times we sat down to rest during that last
two mile climb, but I do know that when we did sit down it was always
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hard to get up again. We missed the dog at the river. He was not with us
and we concluded that he must have gone off after a wallaby. It was 1 a.m.
when we reached home and tumbled dead beat into bed.
The dog, Spot, did not catch up to us before we arrived home and he did
not turn up the next morning – furthermore, we never saw him again. We
were told later by some of Mr Riggall’s men that a horse had died near the
sliprails at Precipice and that they had put some poison on it for
dingoes…possibly that accounted for Spot’s non‐appearance.

That is the end of Harry’s reminiscences.
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Harry on the High Plains
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Droving

Harry outside McEwan’s hut
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Harry and Clare

Harry with pack horses in Harrietville

Clare aged 80 after spending
11 hours riding 47 miles alone
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Harry and Clare’s grave
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